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INDUSTRIAL ACTION FOR POLITICAL ENDS, LIKE

^ L L  G O V E R N M E N T S  arc 
opposed to the use of ‘Industrial 

means for political ends’. And no 
wonder, for governments arc in con
trol of political action, but industrial 
action calls up the strength of the 
people, and this every government 
fears.

To show how fair they arc, how
ever, governments never hesitate to 
use political means for industrial 
ends. In fact, the whole of the 
governmental gambit is organised to 
control society in the interests of 
our economic masters, who own or 
control the whole of industry either 
for their own private profit or for 
the power of the state.

The true power structure of our 
society exists quite independently of 
Parliament The enormous financial 
power of the City of London and 
its equivalents abroad; the great in
dustrial power of the Confederation 
of British Industries and all the 
bosses’ associations linked with it; 
the real state power that lies in the 
professional Civil Service; the in
fluence of the old school tie and the 
old boys’ act and the solidarity of 
the aristocracy loyally supported by 
Ui£ nintilf classes, reaching down to 
the magistrate's bench and the 
school board of governors and the 
masonic lodge—this is the power of 
the establishment

On top of this real power struc
ture. Parliament sits like a Bird’s 
Whipped Dropping, proclaiming the 
farce of democracy.

PICK YOUR MANDATE

The present Government declares 
sly that it ‘has a mandate from

the electorate’ to bring in the Indus
trial Relations Bill, because it was 
part of the programme on which it 
won the election. So was a promise 
to keep prices down—in fact this 
was the MAIN plank of Ted 
Heath’s election campaign, and we 
all know what has happened to that 
mandate! And who gave them a 
mandate to increase unemployment?

Once in Government the elected 
party can pick its mandate to suit 
itself and politically there’s nothing 
you can do about it until the next 
election, when you can choose, if 
you wilt another bunch of mandate- 
pickers, to keep you distracted while 
the real power boys get on with the 
real job of pocket-picking.

When you get down to brass 
tacks, what does a mandate mean? 
It means that the vote of a retired 
colonel in Gloucester carries as 
much weight as that of a Yorkshire 
miner in matters of life and death 
for the Yorkshire miner.

Democracy means one man one 
vote, one woman one vote. So the 
vote of a nurse in a hospital, or an 
upholstery seamstress at Fords, is 
cancellcd out by the vote of a mani
curist a t the Ritz or the duchess 
whose hands she is tending. The 
vote of a power worker is cancelled 
out by that of his own vicar! Now 
this is OK if all we arc voting about 
is the colour of lamp standards, 
but we are talking about living 
standards.

When the Government claims to 
have a mandate to bring in the 
Labour Relations Bill, all it is say
ing is that a lot of middle class 
people have voted for something

TUC’s Aldermaslon
rpH E  TXXTS PROTEST march against 
X the Industrial Relations Bill turned 
out to be the biggest demonstration of 
trade unionists since the 1930s.

The massive response far exceeded 
the A figure of 140,000 has
beta  The sheer size of the
dcmoostratioo made it a very impressive 
aad moving event- The numbers as* 
semblixig in Hyde Park simply over
whelmed one. Each industry was allotted 
a number, behind which the unions 
organising in that industry lined up 
their members. Twenty-three brass bands, 
one for each section or industry, led 
these columns in a seven-mile-long
m arch

The march started at 1.30 p.m. led 
by the TUC and the National Union 
of Mineworken marching 15 abreast 
across the road Union followed union, 
from building to bakery workers, from 
weavers to actors, until the last column, 
made up of political parties and 'left 
wing' groups left the park at 4.15 pm.

Long before this, when over half the 
columns were still waiting to start, it 
was announced that an overflow meeting 
would be held on the Victoria Embank
ment after the Trafalgar Square meeting.

Taking part, marching with one’s 
fellow-tra de-unionists on such a massive 
scale, was certainly an experience which 
will be remembered for a very long 
time.

Sheer numbers are impressive, but 
should not detract from the fact that 
this march was organised by the TUC 
The TUC bureaucracy achieved a mas

sive turn-out in support of their line 
of attacking the BilL No doubt many 
of those who marched thought that the 
TUC were not going far enough and 
would welcome a general strike. One 
political group did display placards call
ing for such action and many marching 
gave indications of their agreement.

But the day was one of sheer size, 
of workers calmly and good-humouredly 
demonstrating their opposition to the 
Government's BilL

The TUC’s answer to the Industrial 
Relations Bill is a feeble one which has 
no hope of 'killing the Biir. Meetings 
at the Albert Hall, advertisements in 
the papers, Sunday marches and national 
petitions are not going to be successful

The members of the TUC are men 
of compromise. They are only too 
happy to run a voluntary wages policy 
which will keep earnings down, if the 
Tories drop the Bill. Already the TUC 
and the Labour Party have been working 
out plans for such a scheme. The 
Tory Party knows that the TUC will 
not mount militant action to defeat 
the Bill or make it unworkable when 
it becomes law. The whole history 
of the TUC demonstrates this and these 
august gentlemen are unlikely to change 
now.

In fact the Government and the TUC 
have a great deal in common. Both 
wish to curb the shop-floor militancy 
which plays such a big part in pushing 
up wage demands. The TUC in the 
past has willingly accepted wage freeze 
and squeeze, and is still open to com

which is out to control a lot of 
working class people—at their place
of work. . .

In other words, political action
for industrial ends!

THE REAL DEMOCRACY
Now as anarchists we are not 

interested in political action or poli
tical ends. What we are interested 
in is an industrial end: workers’ 
control of industry. This is the real 
democracy; this is what will make 
us free men and women, not this 
silly nonsense of ‘one man one vote’ 
when all you are voting for is some
government!

What the politicians want is for 
you tp think only in terms of poli
tical action—i c. voting—to get any
thing done. They arc terrified that 
you will start to think that real 
changes in society can be made by 
industrial action, for this is the one 
thing they fear.

This is why both the Labour 
Party and now the Conservatives 
arc concerned to try to contain the 
power of the industrial workers by 
legislation. Labour, which gets its 
Party funds from thejrade unions, 
had to back down i^tffe face of TU 
opposition, but thoriTories, who get 
their funds from 4he bosses, have to 
go forward to a  confrontation.

But it is all quite irrelevant for 
the real struggle is going to be 
fought out in industry anyway. 
There is no other battlefield, and 
there are no other revolutionary 
means but those of direct action, 
that can wrest control from the 
hands of bosses or bureaucrats.

It is because they know this, even

promise now.
Workers and their trade unions have 

been attacked for taking political action 
against the BilL But the Bill itself is 
a political act along with the attacks on 
welfare services. The Government at
tacks the working class not just by 
legislation against strikes, but by in
creasing the price of school meals, 
abolishing school milk, increasing health 
charges, and even charging for museums.

The Government’s policy of reducing 
wage increases and its present stand with 
the postmen are political acts.

The postmen’s strike is also an example 
of how trade union leaders, when they 
do commit themselves to struggle, do 
it with one arm tied behind their backs. 
While postmen fight for survival, the 
Post Office engineers arc scabbing, main
taining telephones and communications 
which would quickly fail if they gave 
their support

The postmen's strike must not be 
lost as a victory for them is vital for 
all trade unionists.

However it seems certain that the 
Government will pass its Bill. It will 
be left to the rank and file to fight 
it in the best way it can. As in the 
past they will have to ignore and 
defy the law, either openly or by 
other tactics. Methods of struggle will 
be found to best suit the situation and 
combat the law. Trade unionists will 
soon discover that the law is an ass 
and that if enough defy it and act in 
solidarity with each other, the whole 
Bill will be unworkable and meaningless.

As anarchists we have the task of 
creating confidence, showing ordinary 
trade unionists that they do not need 
the leadership of the TUC, showing that 
their own organisations at work-places 
can be built up to defeat the plans of 
the Government.

P.T.

if the workers themselves do not 
realise it, that both boss and bureau
crat want to stem the tide of rank 
and file militancy. And it is the 
rank and file that they arc con
cerned about. The Tories have tried 
to stress that their Labour Relations 
Bill does not interfere with the 
functions of the official trade union 
leadership—and well they m ight for 
they are very happy with those 
functions, most important of which 
is the controlling of the workers.

But the rank and file movement 
remaining at shop steward level, is 
a much more dangerous kettle of 
fish, for it is from here that the drive 
for workers’ control is to come, is 
already making itself felt.
AGAINST THE RANK 
AND FILE

It is to control the unofficial, grass 
roots unionism of the rank and file 
or shop steward movement that the 
Bill has been introduced. This, in
deed, was the purpose behind the 
Labour attempt to do the same 
thing—an attempt that was dropped 
only when the TUC promised to do 
the controlling more efficiently itself.

The hard fact is, however, that 
the rank and file movement cannot 
be controlled as easily as th a t We 
will not go so far as to say that it 
cannot be controlled at all, since 
obviously the introduction of totali

tarian methods and governmental 
terror can suppress the outward 
form of militancy, as we have seen 
in fascist and communist countries.

Can it happen here? That re
mains to be seen, but one thing is 
clear. If the attempts to bring that 
form of totalitarian slavery into 
British industry are to be fought 
back, then it will demand more than 
a few hundred or a few thousand 
militants. It will demand clarity of 
understanding of the issues and a 
determination to fight for their free
dom on the part of the entire work
ing class. Any attempt at victimis
ation must bring million* out!

In fact the answer is to go beyond 
the possibility of victimisation by 
removing from their privileged posi
tions those who would practice i t  
In other words, the answer to the 
Tories’ attempts to bring in dictator
ship by their slimy democratic 
methods must be social revolution 
and the taking over of the means of 
life. Workers’ control of the means 
of production and distribution!

Time is running out. It makes it 
all the more important for the 
Anarchists and Syndicalists to get 
going in the factories and on Die 
streets to ensure that at least the 
workers are aware of what the score 
is—and what is in store for them if 
they Ignore what we have to say.

J u s t in .

POSTMEN’S KNOCK
TF YOU GET this copy of F reedom 

by post on time you will know 
the Post Office strike has been settled. 
Whether it has been a union victory 
or a defeat for the workers we cannot 
at the moment (February 22) say.

It seems probable that the Govern
ment picked on the Post Office dispute 
as a trial of strength. They had to 
dig their heels in somewhere and the 
public sector (at public inconvenience) 
is always preferable to a Government 
committed to private enterprise. In any 
case the postal side was loss-making 
and the telecommunications side was 
more or less solidly scab, thanks to 
the multi-union structure of the Post 
Office.

Up to the time of writing there has 
been very little drifting back to work. 
After five weeks without strike pay 
over 96% of the Union of Post Office 
Workers* membership (plus a number 
of non-union members) were still de
termined to defy the Post Office bureau
crats and the Government.

The fact that they were without strike 
pay and the voluntary paying out of 
pensions, etc., secured considerable 
public support in contrast to the power 
workers* work-to-rule. Unions in this 
country and abroad helped with strike 
funds.

During the course of the strike Mr. 
Tom Jackson, secretary of the UPW, 
said the strike was ‘an explosion of 
layer upon layer of discontent piling up 
on the Post Office year after year. 
This dispute was not just a dispute 
about wages. This is about management 
and efficiency. The money should be 
there to pay you a dccent wage.’ He 
said that the Post Office was filling 
Mr. Chataway’s head with untrue figures 
about the effects of the Union’s claim 
on postal rates. Administrators and 
bureaucrats were 'proliferating like sex- 
mad rabbits’.

Indeed, claimed Mr. Jackson, 'There 
are 24% more administrators than there

were four years ago, and 15% more 
supervisors to watch over us. If we are 
not careful, every postman is going 
to have an administrator in his satchel 
when he goes out in the morning.’

Replying to a claim by Mr. Chataway 
(Minister of Posts and Telecommuni
cations) that a 15% settlement could 
lead to fewer jobs, Mr. Jackson said 
that it was important that the Post 
Office should be less 'labour-intensive* 
and added: ‘If our claim is conceded 
in full, there will be fewer postmen, but 
there is enough wastage every year td 
take care of that The UPW was ready 
to accept that I wouldn’t mind if we 
had 50,000 fewer members if we had 
a decent wage and didn’t have 200,000 
wage slaves.’

For its part the Post Office, in the 
person of Mr. Ryan (standing in for 
the locked-out and redundant Lord Hall), 
has muttered about three-tier postal 
systems, circular delivery, no parcel 
traffic, and all-round reduction of de
liveries. The only bright ray was that 
many of the private get-rich-quick postal 
deliveries couldn’t make money cither.

When will it be realized that the 
Post Office is a public service or even< 
considering the work done for the 
Government in delivering OHMS mail, 
paying pensions and family allowances* 
collecting unemployment and health 
insurance, issuing motor, dog, television 
and gun licences, a Government service?.

It is true that the Post Office could be 
much more efficient and possibly that 
machines could cut down some of the 
donkey work. Whatever happened to 
the promised electronic sorting machines 
and the post-office preferred envelope? 
And do lip codes mean anything?

Whatever the outcome of the strike, 
postal workers will still remain wage 
slaves. The struggle against wago 
slavery in the Post Office as elsewhere 
is yet to como.

M R



The Years of Boredom9

Colin Wilson*

His Life and Times
THE AGE OF AFFLUENCE, 1951-1964, 
edited by Vernon Bog da nor and Robert 
Sludelsky. Papcnnac Books, 75p.

i TMHf GOD! What is one to say about 
A** the 1950s? Alter the New Left and

\z the Committee of 100 and Rower Power 
ta d  the Youth Revolt, it seems almost 
incredible that there could ever have 
been such a  period. This book, which, 
despite the title of this review, is not

BOOK REVIEW

Haelf dull, overlaps into more cheerful, 
o r at any rate more active times, by 
several years. Tho period from about 
194$ to Suez must have been one of the 
most depressing  conservative periods 
in  modem history. The anarchist move*

ment, as I remember it then, was so tiny 
that I knew, 1 think, every anarchist in 
Britain by sight, and I am not good at 
remembering faces.

Actually for those accustomed to the 
dole and the hardships of the 1920s and 
1930s and before, it must have beeo a 
good period. It was only bad for dissi
dent middle-class intellectuals. It was 
the age of affluence, for many a  golden 
age. It was only depressing for those 
who wanted to see a fundamental change 
in human society, who were alarmed by 
Orwell’s gloomy prophecies, who saw 
already the pollution of the environment, 
and found no one to listen to them.

Stock sayings of the day were: *You 
can’t stop progress', That's the way the 
cookie crumbles*, Tuck you Jack, Tm 
all right*. Tf you can’t beat ’em join ’em’. 
All suggesting that basically, despite the

S iin  2  ’ my*onutosi», tb« extenwo- 
BomK f * o^Uion Korean peasants. H- 
Bomb test, and Teddy Boy battles, all
S ^ i b u  P°sabIc in thcof worlds, and anyone who ob- 

,ooL i* *“ ■*
T*10 Afferent charters of this book are 

"? ***  by d i f l ^ T  authors, and deal 
with politics mostly. Thus L  A. Sieden- 
l°p *bout Mr. Macmillan’* period
of office, and describes it as s  belated 
connnuation of ^  faLmous pre-1914 
txiwardian summer'. Fair enough, I 
suppose, although no t everyone who 

that period describes it as aU 
that ldylhc. j, g Priestley for example 
“ y* s°mewhere that the spirit of the 
tune was not so much traditionalist as a 
kmd of Jack Londonish adventurism, but 
perhaps aH generalisations are dangerous.

Certainly howevCT the 1950s looked 
back to what It imagined the Edwardian 
age to have been like, this goes for its 
taste In Prime Ministers and its style of 
dress* I must say that I found the poli
tical chapters less interesting than the 
later ones in the book which deal with 
the literature and folk customs of the 
day. There is * chapter on ^Looking 
Back in Anger’, another on The Teddy 
Boy", which incidentally tells the horrify
ing story of how the newspapers created 
the Teddy Boy gangster out of practically 
nothing, an examnfo of Oscar Wilde’s

dictum that life imitates art. and 
called ‘Fifties Children: Sixties People

The great thing about this age 
that for the fins time in history (fas 
teenager became a social force. In carlssr 
times there bad been an ‘awkward age' 
between childhood and sarty mas- asd 
womanhood, but it was relatively abort, 
and had no significance. However in the 
immediate post-war period the teenager 
appeared on the scene, to be cordially 
detested by all. The word *youth* itself 
came to be nearly synonymous with 
‘thug*. The age of sexual maturation had 
been getting earlier and earlier since as 
far back as the 1850s, but after the 
Second World War this process accel
erated. it is difficult to understand why, 
perhaps improved diet for much of the 
population had a lot to do with i t  And 
the young, during the post-war boom, 
were for the first time being paid ade
quate wages when they began to work.

The political consequences of this are 
only now beginning to be feh. To begin 
with, as may be thought appropriate in 
an Age of Apathy, this revolt was a-poli- 
tical, or even, in the Notting Hill Race 
Riots, reactionary, and seems to have 
involved mainly the working-class youth. 
The middle dass of the period were 
remarkably dreary. That dreadful sado
masochistic mishmash Look Back in 
Anger was taken seriously as a play, 
and looked upon as the manifesto of a 
generation. Colin Wilson’s compilation 
of misquotations. The Outsider, was 
taken seriously too. It is difficult to 
understand why. I  knew a number of 
people who thought of themselves as 
"angry young men’ or ‘outsiders', but the 
whole thing was very superficial.

A

general
this power led to. 
ihe M t  cMttocT m  
Knox Raving 
r«f m m t (Le. rafcr) of 
a favourite
tunc began. _ __  ^  ^
“ ? ! * ■  “  P » c t o l l y  
re a lity  o f

dividual*.

is run

** a wfcols fat** u«a
** dgwrlny— t  Soc-ty
We

ns impractical 
this is bow 
should be.

Oe the whole all one can m j «  *
was a weird aye. but at I n s  %omt of 
the population wese for i s  
relatively prosperous.

AW.U

Correction

*H E  CREDIBILITY GAP—The Polil 
At the SIX, by Toay Whelan (IMG).

A UTTLE RED MOLE appeared in 
my garden last week and presented me 

with a' copy of The Credibility Gap 
by  Tony Whelan . „ a  study of the 
politics of the St T. ; ,
^ As an expelled SLL member myself,

I  must admit I was rather disappointed.
. A s a literary work it is fair—rather 

Kke the Encyclopaedia Britanmca—lots 
Qf useful facts, but all the wrong con* 
dusions. T  thoroughly recommend it 
to r  anyone contemplating totally annihil
ating their local SLL branch, but 
although that may be fun, some disturb
ing facts of IM G  policy come to light 
and should also be considered:—

On pages 72 and 73, having previously 
the SLL to sbccds
organiwion^ Comrade Whelan — . .

SLL members to remain active °as*s

Politics of the SLL
Surely anyone knowing' the internal 
pecking order of the SLL as you do, 
would realise that changes cannot be 
brought about by anyone except Gerry 
Healy.. Any attempts to do so by the 
rank and file will only produce that 
demoralisation. •» - »

Comrade Whelan’s book shews how 
the SLL policies happily reverse them
selves from time to time, due to the 
inability of the leadership to under
stand economic and social situations.

shaven, etc.—Summer Camp 1968 reso
lutions) the working-class youth is taught 
to play football and table tennis and 
eventually plays in the YS branch team. 
When he falls exhausted between 
matches, a superannuated League official 
pours political sewage into his ears. 
If after several such courses, he doe? 
not respond favourably, e.g. donate 50p 
to SLL, agree to sell papers every night, 
come to the Annual Conference (£3.50) 
—he is dropped from the teams and is

etc., etc. The SLL has no time for 
4political1 work (thank God) and spend 
all their time organising interminable 
competitions.

Comrade Whelan has written an 
excellent exposure of the SLL's policy 
acrobatics, why has he buggered it 
up with such sloppy sentimentality? He 
has admitted that they do more harm 
than good. He has admitted that they 
cannot be changed from within—isn’t  
that why he resigned?

The IMG and the IS are too close 
tt> the SLL to be able to criticise properly.

The IS especially are moving closer 
to the SLL—one of their many splinter 
groups has recently been calling for 
SLL-type tightening up - tm  members.

rkW IN G  TO THE 
"  which I wrote previews report  (Jj 
ary 30), there were a number of 
errors which 1 have now noticed. Tbw* 
may, of course, have been others ss w si!

The membership of the UPW n . ^  
fact, about 205,000 and not 22PJ0Q5 
to 230,000 as reported. The pmmtiil 
membership, however, is about 23040* 
if all the Telephonists and OTOs jmniiL 
Nevertheless, the Post Office r l  
last week that 215,000 of its m p b y m  
were on strike—that is, at least, lOjOOt 
more than the UPW membership!

In 1964, the then Tory Government 
did not offer Postmen an increase of 
4 /- a week, but 4% (that is 11/- on 
the maximum); but in 1961, P< 
on the maximum did only _
award of 4/6d. a week.

Tom Jackson was a  member of the 
Labour League of Youth, and not the 
LP Young Socialists. They came laser, 
by which time Mr. Jackson had *pro- 
grossed ’ to the Labour Party proper.

I have also been asked who 
“well-known sectarian Marxist 
was, whose members and supporters were 
prominent In the secessionist National 
Guild of Telephonists. It was the SPGR. 
The Communists, however, opposed the

>r «jw<

my
e SLL. I  ask, on the 

own, albeit unpleasant,
‘even though th e ir  w o rk  w o u ld  be 
" p o in tle s s , o r  even  marginally damaging 
to th e  working class**, so that they can 
attem pt changes from wifa vili

BOOK
Following that he says: I t  would bo 

n tragedy and catastrophe for the work
ing class internationally if this cadre 
were to become democratised and apoli
tical, if these resources were not to be 
need for the interests of the workers’
m o v e m e n t.’

Comrade Whelan, yon contradict your* 
s d f  just as much as Gerry Healy!

cxpcricnccs of Clapham diplomacy—is 
the SLL naive, mad, or deliberately 
counter-revolutionary?

Their policies seem to deliberately 
destroy any trust in 'left’ politics that 
the working class eyer had. How can 
I respect a man who tells me,, with 
full power of the League, that ‘Capital
ism will reach breaking' point in 
September 1970 when we will lead the 
Revolution’. Perhaps I missed it? Their 
wild, unfulfilled promises repeated day 
after day destroy the political con
sciousness of the working class.

Their youth movement is ghastly— 
after 'conforming* (short hair, clean

tfie League
turn the bra^fch against the lad, and 
expel him.

Is this how to • raise the political 
consciousness of working-class youth? 
Surely this does irreparable damage? 
Comrade Whelan does not want the 
YS/SLL to become 'apolitical*. Surely, 
they are apolitical already—one night in 
Leicester I asked a skinhead where 
the nearest youth club was—he told me 
of a dub in the church h*Jl, run by a ‘tall 
chap with glasses, probably the Vicar*. 
The ‘Vicar* was John Edwards of the 
SLL National Committee! The church 
hall youth club was a YS/SLL branch! 
Leicester has five such “youth clubs’ 
each with a football team, ping-pong 
league, athletics section, swimming gala,

monthly branch reports on mem
bers, etc. Just look at the latest clutch 
of IS leaflets on the Industrial Relations 
BilL They are unlike anything previous, 
but horribly similar to SLL literature 
of six months ago—broad generalisa
tions, oversimplifications, broad ex
panses of minute type—to sum u p -  
repulsive and completely useless at 
factory gates—guaranteed to produce 
least enthusiasm in the workers and 
greatest demoralisation in the distri
butors!

I  congratulate Comrade Whelan on 
his excellent catalogue of SLL incon
sistencies, and eagerly await further 
catalogues of IMG and IS inconsistencies!

F.R.

tpturing key po^; 
the UPW. Furthermore, when the Post 
Office became a Corporation, the NGT 
was not recognised by the Corporation 
ss a bona fide Trade Union. Tbs UPW 
leadership often chided the NGT with 
this, as well as Its nocm cofnitnn by 
the TO C

R an k -a n d -F il r  T u d s  U n so n o t .

NO PO ST- 
NO PRESS FUND 

Bat we shall still get Mb 
EVENTUALLY so please let 
ns have your coatribation after 
the strike.

But don't blackleg!

AJR ts
Peter Ls Mars, 5 Haansfot* Rond, 
KUtton Park, niradnghnm H
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MANCHESTER ANARCHISTS AND SYNDI
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YORKSHIRE FEDERATION
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WELSH FEDERATION -
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SWANSEA ANARCHIST GROUT.
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SCOTTISH FEDERATION
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ABERDEEN & PETERHEAD ANARCHISTS. 
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SCHOOLS ANARCHIST GROUT — BELFAST 
AREA. Michael Scott. Loncshc*. B ilyatbM i 
Lesburn.
UNTVERSTTY OF ESSEX. Fettcsty Plank. Keyas 
Tower, UniTtrsity of Bb b , Whunhoe P«k*
Cofcheater. Essex.
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Please notify us If entries In 
these columns need amending.



M O ST COUNTRIES, both capi- 
lalisi and com m unist, a re  facing 

problem s in inflation and Ujc 
governm ents and em ployers o f these 
countries arc  each trying to tackle 
the problem s in their own ways.

In Britain, the Tories with their 
abhorrence of a formal ‘Prices and 
Incomes’ Policy are nevertheless do
ing their utmost to bring down the 
level of wage increases. Soon after 
their election to power they made 
their intentions known by setting an 
example themselves in the public 
sector of the cconomy. First they 
had a showdown with the Council 
workers, with whom they were un
successful. and this was followed 
with the power workers, Their 
success just before Christmas in this 
case was due to the adverse public 
reactions to the power men’s work* 
to-rule. The postmen's union has 
handled their present dispute more 
astutely although, as the writer on 
this strike in the last issue of 
F r eed o m  pointed out, a better tactic 
would have been a work-to-rule.

The Chancellor, Mr. Anthony 
Barber, has claimed that the Govern
ment is slowly succccding in its 
policy of ‘progressive de-escalation 
of the level of pay settlements against 
a background of firm control of 
demand’. However a lot hinges on 
the Wilberforce Inquiry into the 
power men’s work-to-rule. Although 
the report was expected to support 
the Government’s contentions, de
lays in its publication and the latest 
news concerning it indicate that the 
‘national interest’ might, after ail. be 
served by giving the power men a 
12-13% award. If this is the case, 
then there can be little justification 
for the Government to hold out 
against the postmen and certainly 
the Union of Postal Workers would

The ‘National Interest
and inflation’
settle for such a figure.
CHRYSLER’S UNIQUE 
POSITION

In the past few weeks the Govern
ment’s attention has turned more to 
the private sector where a number 
of important pay claims have been 
settled or arc to be negotiated. One 
such settlement at Chrysler, Lin- 
wood, far exceeded Government 
policy, but the award has been 
justified by the company who say 
they are in a unique position. 
Obviously no one company is in 
such a position that allows it excep
tion, but Chrysler, by settling for an 
18% increase, have done the Govern
ment no little harm and workers a 
great deal of good. Bv supposedly 
damaging the 'national interest’ by 
this inflationary award, Chrysleit 
have exploded a myth that far too 
many workers arc only too ready to 
believe. It is the myth that is 
crammed down our throats every 
day of it being in the ‘national 
interest’ to keep wage claims to a 
minimum.

Chryslcrs have shown that the 
‘national interest’ is not some collec
tive whole of which we are all a 
part, but that it is of a particular 
class who run, own ana control 
the production of this country. It

was in their interest* to ,ettJe for 
18% because a. «rtke would have 
jeopardised their chances of breaking
into the * * fket with a
£20m. order for a Version of the£20m
‘Avenger’ modcL

AN END TO PIECE-WORK

A similar settlement at Crawley 
by British Ley'aDd management wiil 
now give some car workers the 
highest hourly rate* in the industry 
of 21/-. However, once again it is in 
the interests of we company to give 
such an award oecaiue at long last 
they have broken the resistance to 
any change froni the traditional 
piece-work system- The new hourly 
rate will avoid all _ the day-to-day 
negotiation over piece-work rate* 
which give workers considerable 
workshop power. With a new car 
shortly coming into production, 
British Leyland see this new agree
ment as a safeguard against yd 
another round of negotiations on 
bonus rates and a possible turn 
away from their present ailing 
financial position. Manning and 
standard performances will still be 
subject to negotiation but it remains 
to be seen just how much job control 
has been lost for these new hourly 
rates.

STANDSTILL AT FORDS
Fords however already operate 

an hourly rate system, but their new 
pay offer was only £2 per week. 
When the workers heard this there 
was a spontaneous walk-out at some 
plants and Fords was soon brought 
virtually to a standstill. For the 
third year running the management 
has been in dispute with their wor
kers rather than give in to demands. 
Both the Engineers' union and the 
Transport and General have given 
official recognition to the strike.

Mr. Ramsey. Ford’s Labour Rela
tions Director, had this to say about 
the unions* decision. ‘We had a 12 
months’ agreement with them. On 
both sides we knew exactly what it 
meant when we signed i t  Now Mr. 
Birch (aaioa-iide secretary) has just 
conveyed to me what appears to roe 
a complete repudiation of that agree
ment between us when the contract 
still has three weeks to run. If this 
is so, I think it is an appalling 
situation.*

But what about men being thrown 
out of their jobs, as at Rolls Royce, 
Pilkingtons, British Steel. Vickers, 
Golden Wonder, and all the other 
companies who have been swelling 
the already high number of over 
700,000 unemployed? This is an 
‘appalling situation’ but no em
ployer considers any agreement or
contract when he finds he has too ' more profit.

fact »hat they axw der t i  nmiy he
a rimn-term prnbiem nrm and UJ 
in icep  their Inng-ietm cmnpenuw- 
neM. In ilia c u e  arr kerp**f
tn Government polk j  beuau* *
happen* Io tan ihcir mtercsu at 
present and their pay «tfer a M 
reflection of this For any cowpaay 
to be tuu cu fa l it Ium lo ircun  
profit margins The attacks rm wapea 
are lo ernure these prnfiu jn d  con
tinued investment Comp«n«s who 
pass on theae wage co*»» run the 
risk of being unc«mipetMive. while 4  
they cut hack on prr>ftu to abmrb 
these costs then future investment 
for expansion will be al risk and 
this in turn could lead to them 
becoming uncompetitive and even 
bankrupt
LEGISLATION ASSISTANCE

This is already happening. Coo k  
ponies are going out of business or 
cutting back on production and be
cause of this the pool of unemployed 
is rising. The capitalist profit* 
motivated system is once again try
ing to overcome the contradictions 
that are inherent within i t  The 
Industrial Relations Bill is just an
other instrument to be administered 
by the State to assist this system to 
survive by protecting the ‘natiooal 
interest* of die employers.

Wage claims workers are a  
desire to gain a just return for their 
labour, but the conflict that is now 
growing over these demands is ex
posing the contradictory interests o f 
worker and management To over
come this opposition an added 
dimension that looks beyond wage 
claims is needed. There can be no 
solution to the problems of capi
talism and there is no answer for 
workers under a wage system, for 
the employers and the State are only 
interested in more production and

^Decimals and other Numbers
_  - - ... _ , __ - in their interests to stand u p  to these am

—  rn H E  DECIMALISATION o f modification*J» offered a nujge property of lhe/ttcry»<iv<*  -Their p d c ew u e  COinpeUUl®. th i
1  money is one of a  number of moves unique coloun with which the free In- ^ u n t ^  in d  wefw.11 yet see a rifatont and ^  financi a l > & $ n i  f c w y  -* * ■  
ku /if nih,vh dividual is invited to  determine the fJRht wing. Not the middle classes of * - _______ -r  ... ... __by government, the significance of which 
might escape large groups of people for 
whom continual change has become the 
most pleasing aspect of life.

The counter-culture propagandists are 
few in number but they've created the 
seductive spectacle in which they can be 
seen riding the crest of the flux. Con* 
trolling the waves of fashion, if not their 
source, handstands can be performed for 
the watchers on dry land. Many of the 
educated middle dass have become keen 
fans of this sport and joined the new 
refugee* of the Eternal Present, the 
drifters in the global village, unable to 

the economic undercurrents or read 
itber signs that might indicate a major 

political storm.
In this case though, even the business 

freaks of the capitalist right don't know 
what decimalisation is for. They know 
enough about international trade to 
realise that it has little to do with the 
ease or difficulty of converting one cur- 
rsocy into another. There is the million 
pound or thousand pound contract which 
is obviously immune from troubles with 
an idiosyncratic currency. But the sale 
whidi involves ten pounds is subject to 
more important considerations than ease 
of conversion, as well.

In his determination to sell arms to 
Sooth Africa. Heath will risk loss of 
real trade with other African states and 
the Commonwealth, which seems to carry 
lets weight for him than the imaginary 
revenue of hypothetical capitalist allies 
who are being confused (as rf that was 
possible!) by what Is all the same stuff 
io the end. The arms sale could be 
called Conservative Party policy (which 
wouldn't be completely true, because it 
is state policy too). But decimalisation 
is a part of stale policy and control in 
the abstract, without minor party 
differences coming into i t  

Change is inevitable, there is a surplus 
of potential. If it isn't used up in 
expensive and useless modification that 
helps to streamline state organisation 
(with one eye on the computer), then it 
might have to be used more construc
tively. or build up into the explosion of 
possibility which everybody is expecting 
sooner or later 

Government will need to keep ruffling 
the surface of the social scene so that 
nobody gets a change to see into the 
depths—the economic and political ones, 
that is. Other surface creatures, who 
prefer more frothy tidal phenomena, will 
hardly notice that the lettering has dis
appeared from the dials of their tele
phones, while side by side (almost) with

dividual is invited to determine the 
identity of bis private telephone. One 
more of the landmarks of the memory is 
removed to be replaced by variety that 
appeals only to the eye*

The pigs of Animal Farm knew the 
importance of altering landmarks in 
tampering with memory. Ift our case it's 
much worse: History is being abolished 
not only by government, but by people who 
are the declared enemies of another set 
of ‘pigs’. The objects of their enthusiasm 
in the Eternal Present aren’t quite what 
government would have them be, which 
causes some misleading conflict But the 
actual mode of consciousness that they 
are creating for themselves must suit 
government, or any potential manipu
lator, very well indeed People with an 
obdurate memory create disconcerting 
eddies and swirls in the smooth tides of 
the global village.

Since I'm being chased halfway round 
the country by court orders, demanding 
what adds up to hundreds of pounds in 
rent in connection with more quickly 
departed dwelling places than I'd like to 
remember, I can't say that I care per
sonally about minor manifestations of 
the encroaching flux. But I've renewed 
my belief in the importance of a few 
fixtures so that the chaos doesn't erupt 
too quickly, or at least not all over the 
place at one time. Similarly, people who 
expend a life's emotions on the familiar 
things around them, are undermined and 
weakened when these things are altered 
beyond recognition. Their memories, they 
might discover, are no longer good 
enough to remember a list of telephone 
numbers: and now the daily emissary of 
a year with a different government, when 
perhaps people learnt an unforgettable 
lesson, is going to be removed altogether. 
This isn’t far-fetched, I think. Most- 
people hang on to more tangible things 
than ideas.

An Arts-Lib performer already has fc 
poem which mentions a fifty pence bit 
in all seriousness. It hasn't been ‘released’ 
yet because it's at least two weeks ahead 
of the mass-consciousness. But two classes 
of people, the workers and the Conserva
tives, who show no signs of a similar 
power of adjustment, are becoming 
noticeably grumpy about the exigencies 
of the greater social good With their 
old mythologies abotit who they are and 
what's best for them, they are the trogs 
and dinosaurs of the global village.

A traditional anarchist sentiment: 
*We11 fight the bastards on our doorsteps 
and in the fields and roads behind our 
houses', seems to have become the sole

right wing.
suburbia, but* the monstrous English 
bourgeois who has recently discovered 
that the government isn't hi* government, 
as he thought The damnable flux is 
swirling round the mock Tudor facade. 
He will have to be uprooted—in every 
sense in fact, because his huffing and 
puffing about proper behaviour is no 
longer needed to discipline the industrial 
army, or any other army, and his obtuse 
fixations are now obstacles to efficient 
government.

Another phrase which embodies a con
cept: "muddling through'—with its con- 
notation of mutual aid, improvisation 
and independence—was recently praised 
by the American, William Buckley, in 
support of his own political beliefs. 
This is disappointing, because it’s a 
sentiment together with the one that sug
gests that revolution begins at home, 
which has been lying around for long 
enough waiting for somebody to claim.

The anarchistic underground, and some 
others, have laid so much stress on the 
deviant and rootless aspects of freedom 
that the incipient anarchism which is 
part of the ecology of this country has 
been left to deteriorate. A member of 
the House of Lords has suggested that it 
is time we had a written constitution. 
It didn't raise a comment in the liberal 
press, and since one of the contents of 
such a document would be what sound 
like very fair rules governing police 
powers of search and arrest, they would 
probably welcome it

One sleight of hand which is being 
worked with the old and the new, is 
being watched carefully. Two Northern 
trade unionists showed me lists which 
wholesalers will release to their shops to 
set the new prices. The most noticeable 
adjustment was probably three shillings 
on to an eight shilling jar of coffee, but 
mostly even the fastest movers have been 
content to manipulate package size. 
Even so, after February 15, the scramble 
could end in a fifteen per cent rise in the 
retail cost of living, and when union 
members find that every pay rise of the 
past year has been whipped clean away, 
listen for the uproar. Then wait for 
government's D-day, the general strike. 
A politician knows how to channel and 
direct most tidal phenomena; the barriers 
people present when they dig in their 
heels, grab something and hold onto it— 
even when it's only a case of remember
ing—are a different matter.

However, future conflicts could 
awaken a desire on the part of the
workers for a change in the system
under which they exist a t present 
They have the power to satisfy the 
m aterial needs of the community 

their interest* to stand up to these and they will only be able to fulfil
this function to its fullest capacity

.JW M w ttf the State, 
healthy in comparison with other Government and empfo ftn . &
motor companies. They prefer to P.T.

many employees.
Fords, together with the unions, 

were no doubt surprised at the speed 
and extent to which the strike spread 
in response to the management's oiler. 
For their part, the former feel it

EUNUCHS UNITE!

R. W. Gwswold.

T H E  PUBLICATION or her book The 
Female Eunuch has won a measure 

of fame, or notoriety, for Germaine 
Greer. She has become a spokewoman 
for the female sex. But she does not 
belong to any 'Women's Liberation’ 
group because, she says, she doesn’t want 
to preach to the converted

On Tuesday, December 15, she carried 
her message to the unconverted masses 
of Radio 4 listeners, via the programme 
I t ’s Your Line’. And they don’t come 
much more unconverted than your av
erage contributor of conformist reaction
ary cliches to P.M. Postbag and the like. 
In fact, on this occasion the BBC 
produced a more varied bunch of in
terrogators at the end of the hot line, 
and Germaine Greer was able to get 
across some patient explanation.

The programme was less exasperating 
than might have been feared, but also 
less satisfying from a  liberatory view
point than, for example, the hard-line 
anti-marriage sentiments she expressed 
on another broadcast some time ago. 
In any case, her ideas deserve some 
discussion in revolutionary circles.

Germaine calls herself a feminist 
rather than an enthusiast for what is 
known (more contemptuously than affec
tionately, I suspect) as ‘Women's Lib’. 
Reservations about the latter movement 
are understandable; it is not only on 
masculine sensibilities that aspects of 
it jar (the bizarre antics of transatlantic 
statue-erectors, the great anti-bra crusade 
. . . ) .  The main points are too frequently 
submerged in a welter of trivialities. 
Germaine’s approach is generally more 
balanced, theoretical and coherent

One of her few lapses into triviali- 
sation occurred when she prided herself 
audibly on never having signed her 
husband's surname. When one has 
compromised to the extent of getting 
married in the first place, such a delicate 
reservation can be only a small sop 
to the feminist conscience. Anyway, 
you can’t win: it's either the name of

«My)the man you chose, or (prtti 
of a man your mother chose.

Let us emerge from these byways to 
consider whether the wider implications 
of Germaine’s ideas are really subversive 
or anarchist We can agree that the 
emancipation of women will not be 
achieved without drastic changes in so
ciety as a whole. The question is, which 
comes first? The feminist view seems 
to be that once women acquire a true 
consciousness of their position they will 
be able to band together to do great 
things, eliminating the virility hang-yp 
with all its evil consequences and in
augurating an era of social justice and 
world peace.

Not that Germaine believes in ft 
segregated exclusively female movement 
fighting it out with males (not ‘Cunt 
Power’ as advocated by some satirists). 
She pointed out that the opposite of 
patriarchy is not matriarchy, but frater
nity; men and women together should 
evolve an alternative, better for everyone, 
to existing masculine-dominant patterns. 
Fair enough—some of my best friends 
are men, but I wouldn’t like my daughter 
to marry one.

But if the women’s movement as 
such is given too much priority by 
female revolutionaries, they run the risk 
of isolation, irrelevance, and compla
cency based on the illusion that women 
are basically nicer, as well as futile 
head-bashing against the brick wall of 
entrenched attitudes and customs. For 
most women, their personal struggle is 
hopelessly privatised, and will continue 
to be so until society itself is changed 
and the structure of family life effectively" 
sabotaged

By all means let us include analysis 
of the position of women in our critique 
of existing society. Let us carry on 
our individual struggles as best we 
can. But let us join with our comrades, 
male and female, in a general and total 
revolutionary movement

Liz W.
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ONE EVENING Mcb y*ar on* b  (1m 

gucat of fh* Royal Aoickmy no M 
ooc willingly arctpta lti« invitation om 
am only honour ll by rtfniinlng from 
tow In* I lie critical brltkbal* iimotig lh* 
wtahlUbmcnt. ll I* an *v*ulng nod an 
event that I find eitramcly plcaaanl. 'Ill* 
aswmbUd go*il» come from evtry jmrt 
of (lie country and each year one U Ini' 
prcaacd by Hie ancicnl ibarm*, lb* studied 

y and lb* allgbt ahock of moving

The Belted and the Gelled
cere
araoag s  minority data of ptopl* *lio 
mutt surely bs tbs unarms*) rtnrtfuard 
of a quickly dying age. One ttandt at 
tb* «i<k of the crowdcd nuirbl* stair* us 
Ihcss quiet people move up two by two 
and ooc by one to have their name# 
announced by the liveried Burlington 
House servant. They nod their head* In 
greeting and wander Into the enlarging 
throng, so very quiet, so very decaying 
middle elate, to  much an anachronism of 
•venlng-drewed fading gentility In this 
brute lower middle class world of Teddy- 
boy Heath.

These people can have little In com
mon with the Royal Academy Winter 
Exhibition of the Vienna Secession: Art 
Nouveau to 1970 and one lounged In the 
doak of shadows at the side of the 
marble stairs and watched with pity this 
novlng living frieze of fading English 
Sanllllty slowly drifting past the garish, 
vulgar and overworked canvasc* of the 
Vienna Secession. I have little sympathy 
with the work within this exhibition for 
I la d  that moet of it I* bad or banal and, 
Uke the worse Victorian painting and 
acvtptor*, It exists not by vlrtoe of any 
Inherent talent within Itself, but by the 
ahecr overloading of collected bad taste 
with a single frame. No space Is sacred 
nod like an overmedalled general or an 
overpainted whore one despises flrvt the 
artifice and then the artist

Oaly Egon Schiele has made any Im
pact oatside this exhibition and that by 
the raw strength of hb  draftsmanship* 
His leperoot-teoklag nodes exist not as 
women, bat as huge mounds of dead 
flesh sprawling on mountainous sheets* 
No one can pretend that it was a move- 

( minority revolt for If It had any 
lie It was to stop every dauber tfy-

Ing 10 climb onto llil* bnilltb lnl.ll«cl».l
bandwagon- 

To Judge (lie Vl«nna 8*c***loa on*
ihould |»lnc* Ibem alongside our own
pra-Kophacflle brotherhood to r*all«*
that what they holb had In common wa*
an ln»*n»Mv« regard for tlielr *ul»J*ct
and Ihelr cruft that Jutllllcd llielr rejec*
lion wllliln Ibelr own lifetime for, like
all minor art form*, il Irlcd to drag lltelf
to glory a* a panwlllcal form of life llial
by nhcer Irritation win* attention. One
can always acccpl the hone*! vulgarlllee
of the Belgian and Italian commercial
artlif* for tlieir dieerfui Indifference to
aenthetlc tMtw but I find tbe** Teutonic
horrori on a par with the decorated beer
mug* of tbe Auatro-Gcrinan middle claw,
the leather abort*, the feathered bunting
hata, the official drinking aonga and tb*
unlovely vaguely functional hardware of
the Buuhaua.

It la against this background that the 
gucali of the Royal Academy move 
■lowly like mourner* mourning not only 
the death of the old Austro-Hungarian 
monarchy from whose mausoleum these 
painted flowen of decay bloomed from 
the foul meat of a decayed empire but 
their own *ad minuet Into (ho dark of 
bistory, a gentle people serving no one. 
Ineffectual masters of an empty mansion.

Yet within the same building was what 
was surely one or Ihe most magnificent 
exhibitions that the Diploma Gallery 
have privileged us to view for a decade. 
It was an exhibition of the paintings of 
Giorgio Morandi and at the time of writ
ing It I* now being mounted Id the 
Muatc National <TArt Mode rat, Pari*, 
and if our philistine government bad any 
feeling for the arts they would have 
bought any or every one of Morandi’* 
later paintings. There are those who 
talk of a painter's painter and, with the 
exception of our own Jack Smith, 
Morandi was singular and supreme. A
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his (jtyn . an() one turns

c»nvu* to hia brush strokes

Tliere fl„ thU exhlbl-

S *  *  our
generation who i* , *tt0dtd th t visual 
area within h *  . d ltfrface. The 
•eventy-llve yr ir .  . j  vienna Secession 
was hardly n<lr1h whlk MorandP*
modest exhibition a major Undmark

who were fortun.(e enough

We are Ul^erY#d ^  tbe times, and tbe 
decision by <*, .  ^ ^ t  of fool* end
Philistine, to tnd  *rt

'»  0» wofklm * •>  5*"™“  
more an act of Dettv by mOTI
who act ,he‘ hut* and bate be
cause they are unable to No matter 
what charge U made as entrance to a 
museum or art aaiierv it will eppiy ‘o 
ail e l m  bw J T J n *  claim can be 
made by the IfJUoa (Inteb *od only the 
felted few ,0 lake advantage of H.
Aa one circulate* the petition* ■«•»«* 
admission charges and trfes to ptoy one’s 
small part h> this campslgn » •* wi,h •  
feeling that one is fighting ■ noble, but 
hopeleee battle. To go from B*Hery (o 
Wliery, bookshop to bookshop seems to 
be no more than contacting only the 
faithful and to ipeod an hour trudging

arotmd tbe back M s of 
Min h is  trying In And lb* bug* wad
collage that protesters at fW C G I  
Gallery in L'niv*r*lty f'/>l(e««, Gorio* 
CHrc*t, W,( .l, have nuntntrd m i  I* 
finally find It lo*t la tb* heart of (Ms 
rambling building Is to Dad the work of 
good-bended people preaching to tarfe 
other in Ihelr own isolation for oas 
kmrns tliat Ibis hug* collage of collected 
work* should b* pasted on some willing 
and donated public hoarding. Tbe tragedy 
of Ibis Campaign Against Masewsi 
Charges I* that ll lus* failed to put serosa 
Ihe central evil of this entrant* tax. Tax 
h Is, for not one halfpenny will go to the 
•rt* of this country and if I say it wiO 
debar tbe working da** from neing the 
galleries and museuma I speak calmly 
and with measured word*. Generations 
of i/oodon’s children have used nnd been 
thrown out of the Science Museum, tbe 
V & A and the Natural History Muse am 
a* a cherished part of their London play
ground and they will now be denied 
entrance by virtue (sic) of no admission 
charge. For children of lb* working
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TREASON
DOTH NEVER PROSPER

& The libemtws mtd h e  bee

INTENDED TREASON, by Pani D urst 
W. H. Allen, £3 JO.

I REMEMBER as a child being terrified 
by a melodramatic novel about the 

Gunpowder Plot, written by a nineteenth 
century author, who spared one nothing 
in his creation of an atmosphere of 
‘Gothick’ horror and doom. I think that 
he presented the Jacobean period in this 
way because it all seemed so remote and 
alien. (It certainly was a superstitious 
age.) The nineteenth century was, for 
the middle class at least, and thoso who 
read novel*, a period of relative

rpH E ARGUMENT BETWEEN women
a n d  m en anar».hist% .meJ the W o m e n 's

Libcr-iiJomsU currcal in ffcSEDOM is 
extremely healthy and begins to question 
n  number of widely held beliefs about 
anarchism that have needed to be ques
tioned for some time. How do we as 
anarchists look upon women? Not only 
bow do we look upon women in general 
but how do we as male anarchists look 
npon women anarchists and upon ‘our 
women’ in particular; also how do women 
anarchists look upon men in general, 
anarchist men and ‘their own men’ in 
particular?

Perhaps I can digress here by saying 
I have noticed a very surprising number 
c l anarchist couples, both legally married 
and not, with or without families, who 
have split up in the last two years. This 
process ha* been almost concurrent, 
though there is no evidence it is causally 
related to, the rise of the Women’s 
Liberation Movement Most of these dis
solutions appear to be at the suggestion 
*f only one party and in most cases it 
was the woman who left tbe man.

This, of course, brings into question 
sohte of the basic tenets of marriage 
bonds, acts of faith, and other parapher
nalia of morality and legality that society 
bm ben us with. But it also brings into 
question what anarchists mean, by what

say they mean, when they re-define 
tfw concept* of marriage and non-maritai 
isiariomiiipe, particularly where these are 
hrtendnd to rdate to tbe hating and the 
caring for, of children.

The aoardtift view, as I see i t  is that 
a  bond is only valid if both parties con
tinue to agree to it or derive benefit from 
i t  It must m point of fact be a true 
faiatssnsiup or it should be brought to
wards a stats of reality and honesty, in 
other words diwoivsd. Mind you, 1 am 
an individualist and no doubt other 
anarchies like syndicalists and com
munists and those people who call thera- 
selre* ’straight' anarchists, might have n 
different view.

In terms of rdadonship* what (his 
means is that a marriage is only a mar
riage if both parties derive benefit from 
i t  though an important point here is the 
fact that under anarchist tenets tbe views 
of the children, if any, are seldom taken 
into account One can sse that the diffi
culty of too atnight an acceptance of 
fius rthie is that it takes little account of 
differences in relationships due to time; 
m  explain what I mean. If a man goes 
f a  a girl because she is attractive, be it 
Mxaa) or companionable, he may expect 
* ts  state to continue though life be 
BMVfc Md chcomstances change. To

inme men ;> prcgn.mt woman, for 
example, is not so attractive. A woman 
banned by kids has less timo for the 
husband’s whims and tire* quickly and 
may not respond as a man wants, or to 
his claimed needs. Furthermore tho mere 
fact that one’s girl bccomcs pregnant 
may quickly daunt some spirit evor ready 
to ‘die’ or be arrested and imprisoned at 
tbe drop of a hat, but unready to accept 
the responsibility or give secure financial 
support to tbe girl comrade in time of 
need.

What I am suggesting is that the 
anarchist ethic of marriage and alio 
responsibility seems to pre-suppose that 
either an anarchist society has arrived 
or that the present welfare cconomy is 
more efficient than it is—if you want a 
list of deserted girl friends I would be 
quite willing to run over it with the 
editor. The list of ‘just-pregnant’ girls by 
*non-promised’ comrades is rather longer.

Whilst marriage and pregnancy are 
not the only causes of Women’s Liber
ation I feel it is an important area that 
anarchists glow over too easily. Living 
one’s anarchism is obviously the best 
way to cause the revolution bot believing 
one’s own propaganda to be a reality is 
highly dangerous.

There is, to my knowledge, no survey 
or other research work, to go on, which 
leaves one with any feeling of com
placency. It is a man's world, even in 
the anarchist movement. We pretend It 
is not and feel it should not be, but 
usually we act as (hough it if. Even the 
women act as though it is, and here there 
is one thing which is very noticeable 
about the anarchist movement; there are 
precious few women.

Women in the anarchist movement 
can be usefully categorised in a number 
of distinct types. Firstly there are the 
independent single anarchist women who 
have been primarily drawn towards the 
movement by the relevance of anarchist 
ideas. I would say quite bluntly that I 
have not met any of these in tho British 
movement though I have met several 
continental comrades of this type.

Secondly one finds a few independent 
anarchist women who were drawn to
wards the anarchist movement by organ
isational association—I have met a few 
of these, mainly from tbe Peace Move
ment or latterly from the universities.

Thirdly there are anarchist women of 
Independent thought though usually non- 
intellectuals, married to non-anarchists 
who give them succour.

Fourthly we find girls who seem to use 
the anarchist movement in a most preda
tory manner rather like a  bloodstock

pool of avaifjjflo male# (and I would 
hasten to add horo that there are an 
awful lot of-male* who do this them- 
selve*, both out of, and within, tbe 
anarchist movement, and with these girls 
when they get the chance), I would here 
point out that this latter group of girls 
seem to be passing through a stage of 
development or to bo passing through a 
psychological state (man induccd?) ‘If I 
am an anarchist I must sleep with other 
anarchists, as a matter of principle.’ The 
‘free-love* bug it could be called.

Fifthly we find anarchist couple*— 
legally married or not (the legality of 
marriage seems to cfleet, almost inversely, 
the stability of the relationship).

Sixthly, girl friends of anarchists who 
may be very strong and active as an
archists but who frequently lose interest 
as soon as they break with their anarchist 
boy-friend. These are most noticeable 
In the universities. Porhaps the change 
in attitude towards anarchism Is partly 
due to the fact that they may no longer 
wish to come into contact with their 
friend’s friends or perhaps they feel there 
Is no placo for a woman in the anarchist 
movement

Seventh and lastly we find young 
members of anarchist groups and these 
seem to either contract more permanent 
relationships with male anarchists or 
drop out. These categories are very loose 
and are not entirely inclusive. One can, 
of course, categorise men, though here 
I leave this to women, they seem to be 
so much better at it than men.

One might still say, but this writer has 
written only about marital relationships, 
what about jobs, what about rights, what 
about behaviour, etc.? Fair cnoughl I 
think however that the status of women 
in relation to men is primarily related 
to their sexual function and family life 
and whilst I sec a growing demand for 
equal rights in the ‘relationship’ and for 
the recognition of the need for equality 
of rights in gaining entertainment satis
faction, I do not see any great movement 
in the basic institutional activity of 
society. There is the pretence of course, 
but that is all. I would suggest to women’s 
liberationists that this is not all the 
man’s fault

A woman might claim anarchist sym
pathies and reject the authority and 
morals of the society in which she has 
been brought up whilst at the same time 
she conforms very actively to women’s 
fashions, contemporary styles of taste 
and living, diet, holidays and aspirations 
for herself and the future. The average 
woman seems to want a man, either a 
husband or a steady boy-friend, with

-- m
Victoria!

But in our age the plot associated with 
the name of Guy Fawkes no longer 
seems a curiosity from a barbaric past 
It was, like ours, an age of Ideology; 
religious ideologies perhaps, but in fact 
little more irrational. After all, are those 
who defend the Tree world’, which in- 
dudes a whole lot of highly authoritarian 
states, or those who pin their hopes on 
an Oriental despot (Mao Tse Tung), any 
more national than the Catholics and 
Protestants with their strange ceremonies 
and bizarre beliefs?

It was an age when power politics 
wore no liberal mask, a period of plots 
and conspiracies. Torture was accepted 
as natural, as it is coming to be again 
today.

Mr. Dursfs book is clear, easy to 
follow although the story is a compli
cated one, and he seems to me to bring 
the whole thing vividly to life. There 
are no phantoms, no bells tolling doom.

It was a dash of rival totalitarianisms, a  
struggle (or power.

Although one’s sympathy is often with 
tho Catholic minority, harassed and per
secuted, tbe Church was (and is) a ruth
less, authoritarian institution. Somewhere 
I’ve read a sayjng which goes something 
like this, The Catholic Church is a lamb 
in adversity, a fox in equality, a tiger ia 
supremacy.’

This was a lamb period. The Church 
realised that a reconquest of England was 
not practical polities. Being an ancient 
institution, used to thinking in terms of 
centuries, the situation from the Church’s

watchword. Unfortunately individuals, 
with one brief life to live, cannot be 
patient, or not always.

Anarchists have a soft spot for Guy 
Fawkes. The thought of King and Par
liament, most of the ruling class in fact 
soaring skywards on top of a simply 
magnificent explosion, appeals to the 
rebel and to the small boy in all of us.

It comes as something of an anti-dimax 
to discover that the whole scheme was 
known to the Government from quite 
early on. Gunpowder was at that time 
a Government monopoly, and it is fairly 
clear from the evidence Mr. Durst pre
sents us with that it was made easy for 
the conspirators to obtain the powder. 
The records of the gunpowder stored in 
the Tower at this time are missing, 
though they are complete for the pre
ceding and succeeding yean.

The Catholic community harboured

Contiaued on page 9

economic prospects, marriage, a home, 
children (and an awful lot of children 
appear to be conceived prior to marriage 
in order to force the men into marriage). 
The life style of many anarchist women 
is distressingly conformist to this pattern. 
The individual freedom that many an
archist women talk about is a game they 
play with men to get more ‘rights’ in the 
relationship, b u t distressingly, a myth in 
reality.

The trouble with most anarchists and 
certainly most'anarchist women, in rela
tion to Women’s Liberation, is that as 
anarchists are usually highly intelligent 
far more so than the average, they are 
far too intelligent to accept tbe monotony 
of the mundane existence, so naturally 
they change their partners or dissolve 
•their relationships as fancy takes them. 
Anarchists are master escapecs from 
situations where people try to battle them 
or force them into tategories of situ
ational conformity. The difficulty is that 
women who have children are still 
economically dependent either upon men 
or other income sources to provide 
material benefits for their requirements.

The pacc of social change is now mov
ing so fast that yesterday’s anarchist ideas 
are often irrelevant before they are ever 
really practised. Anarchist ideas sound 
all right in talk o r  on paper but it is 
not now merely a question of fitting one’s 
life to the ideas but rather of trying to 
survive in a changing environment as 
well, and it is apparent that many com
rades, particularly many women com
rades, find it necessary very frequently

r
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to accept the teachings given on their 
mother’s knee, authoritarian though it 
may be, simply because this is the only 
system they know that works effectively 
for them as women, dislike it as they 
wilL

I  think the Women’s Liberation Move
ment to be very healthy. Of course they 
haven’t drawn the ‘right* political lessons, 
they are not working for vertical change, 
they want horizontal change. They will 
not, I hope, get drawn off into the silly 
factionalism of the Left but concentrate 
on fulfilling their aims. In a sense. 1 would 
say, anarchist ideas of community, of 
association, of mutual aid, of solidarity, 
etc., are very important to them, but 
most important they should (and I hope 
will) use them as they wish and re
define them as necessity arises. From the 
point of view of the male anarchist could 
I  tactfully suggest that women anarchists 
should enter the Women’s Liberation 
Movement to help out—men anarchists 
should encourage their girl friends and 
wive® to participate even if it structurally 
changes their present relationships. I can 
sec no change but good can come to the 
anarchist movement and a revolutionary 
process of social change if society is 
brought to a more realistic and humane 
view of reality. Perhaps the failure in 
achievement of an anarchist society, and 
to date it has been a failure, could be 
changed into success were it done jointly 
by men and women (or women and men) 
instead of, as at present, by the male 
monster alone.

Peter N eville.
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How, MANY TIMES have an
archists said that, come the 

Revolution, all cars will be made 
like Rolls Royces? When motor 
cars and for that matter all other 
goods, are made for use and not for 
profit, then long life, reliability, 
perfection, will be regarded as the 
economic properties to aim at. not 
the built-in obsolescence that ensures 
the continuing sales of highly profit
able rubbish which characterises 
today's productivity.

Not that Rolls Roycc cars are not 
made for prc>fit—indeed, the car 
manufacturing division is the most 
profitable side of this vast industrial 
complex. But the fact is that Rolls 
Roycc cars are first made, and then 
priced, and such is the known 
elegance and perfection of these 
super status symbols that there is 
no shortage of oil sheikhs, pop stars, 
stockbrokers, royalty', politicians and 
racketeers in general who queue up 
to pay from £7,000 to £12,000 for 
them.

And they last Twenty, thirty, 
forty, fifty years on. the old vintage 
cars still purr sweetly on, past the 
graveyards of thousands of lesser 
makes.

But it is not the making of motor 
- cars that has brought the Rolls 

Royce Company to the dust It is 
launching out into the uncharted 
wastes of the aero-space economics. 
Il is being sucked into the insatiable 
maw of the military-industrial lunacy 
which has put competitive stresses 
upon research and production 
geared to money in a way that the 

. old firm never envisaged.
Rolls Royce has gone bankrupt, 

not in any real technical sense, but 
~ puifly in the terms in which the 

financial jungle works. Ironically
prccisefv because of its

d i a l  U1C iiliU
ml* its financial joea*. 'Fir#

a firm builds up a  
wort-force of technicians unequalled

in the world, and cannot possibly 
afford to lose them. Hencc they 
must continually find orders to keep 
them in employment, and since 
Government orders for aircraft 
engines—RR’s main contribution to 
the aero-space programme of the 
West—are notoriously subject to 
cancellation, variation or cutback, 
the tendency has been for the firms 
involved to keep their order-books 
over-full, if necessary by under
cutting on price, in order to ensure 
full employment for their highly 
skilled workers and fantastically 
expensive capital machinery.

Further, a firm like Rolls Royce 
is entitled under present conditions, 
to think of itself (odd, how one im
bues a firm with human properties!) 
as of such national importance that 
it will always be supported by the 
nation. So much so. that we are 
now given to understand, RR took 
up this ill-fated contract with Lock- 
heeds of America for the production 
of the RB 211 engines on a fixed- 
price basis, in a time of obvious 
inflation, because they had more or 
less been given assurances that the 
British Government would back 
them up.

Not for the first time, however, 
British Government assurances 
proved worthless. One of the de
structive features of our democracy 
is that when there is a change of 
government, there can be a change 
of policy involving reversals which 
make long-term planning impossible, 
and Mr. Wilson’s succession by Mr. 
Heath has led this whole thing into 
a cloud-cuckoo land which makes 
Alice’s Wonderland look as logical 
as Plato’s Republic.

Mr. Wilson’s Labour Government 
encouraged the private capitalist 
firm of Rolls Roycc to bid most

only Money
ning into difficultje* and the costs 
arc *oun nng. a W  comcs \ f r. 
Grocer Ted Heath with his ‘stand 
on your own two feet’ philosophy 
of free enterprise which forces the 
firm into bankruptCy -.and ^  hc 
proceeds to nationalise it! The 
Labour Government's line was to 
get a private British firm into the 
highly compet,t,ve. but highly attrac
tive American market, not only on 
the excellence of its products, but 
on the keenness of its prices and 
reliability of delivery. That this was 
going to take a lot of the British 
taxpayers’ money was beside the 
point! Presumably it was considered 
that it would pay off in the long 
run. Mr. Heath is interested in the 
short run. and since hc is a Common 
Market man. perhaps he is prepared 
to forego a possible great future in 
the US market in favour of a great 
gesture to show the Europeans that 
he means business, and is prepared 
to look in their direction rather than 
America.

Although nationalisation is sup
posed to be anathema to the Tories, 
the importance to the national eco
nomy and defence system of Rolls 
Royce was such that the company 
must not be allowed to go out of 
business altogether, and what Mr. 
Heath has done here is to show the 
world that hc is just as good a prag
matist as Mr. Wilson. If Wilson 
can play capitalism, Heath can play 
socialism, and Brituft, politics takes 
one more step-ilwOie direction of

_ , _ - . e i y  (or the-Lockheed con— « > « « » « »  - p n l y y » ' _
ct. with die backing of public What thc^lftionaliiafion of Rolls

money if needed. While the work 
is going on and the research is run-

Royce demonstrates." however, more 
clearly than-anything we could have

WILBERFORCE REPORT:

Those Sacked 
will not Benefit

i

w •

ff*JE  EFFORT by the Wflberforce 
A Inquiry info wages is the electricity 
supply industry has been dinned as a 
victory by both the Government and the 
Electrical and Plumbing Trades Union. 
The estimate* by outside parties of (be 
aage increases (tut were expected to be 
iBCoaMDcaded ia the report varied from 
10.f% by the Government to 16% by the 

Sflsoe there is no actual figure 
ia the report, calculations 

are baaed on speculation as to the speed 
m  wludi productivity deals will be exr 
leaded m the industry.

llgi e w  the report does not recom- 
mmd any general increase on the £2 
alrridy offered by the Electricity Council 
and the difference of opinion centres 
a ran d  the substantial fringe benefits 
which the report emphasises are because 
the industry as a special case. Already, 

to outstanding co-operation, sub- 
reases in productivity have 

been made and these ose fringe benefits 
are to ensure further deals in an industry 
which Wjlberforve and Ins cpflcagnca 
consider to be overmanned.

The whole report ia baaed on the 
promise that further productivity deals 
ace vital and became of this the industry 
has to be taken on its own merits. The 
cormnrttee suggests a new system of 
lead-in payments' for about 90% of the 
workers in the industry who have 
accepted productivity deals but are un
able to start for reasons outside their 
control These payments which start in 
June at £1 will rise to £1.50 is October 
and £2 next January,
WIDENING OF DIFFERENTIALS 

These wfll also be a widening of the

differential between craftsmen and 
labourers, giving the former, which 
amount to 43,000. an extra 67p a week, 
as well as increases for shift working. 
Three extra days' holiday per year, as 
daimed by the union, are also recom
mended. It has been estimated that 
these increases can give some workers 
as much as a 20% increase but the 
Government argues that they are ‘self- 
financing' and therefore the overall in
crease is only a small advance on that 
offered by the Electricity Council.

It does seem that the Government is 
putting on a brave face. The Economltt 
has said that M r Carr, Minister of 
Employment, should have rejected the 
report as ‘anti-social and uneconomic 
rubbish'. However a lot hinges on the 
forthcoming productivity deals and just 
how much they are adhered to. In the 
longer term the victory at present being 
daimed by the union will turn sour on 
those who will be sacked as part of these 
deals.

The report says that 'overmanning 
should be got rid of as quickly as pos
sible', but The Economist, in its usual 
hard business-like way wants to have its 
cake and eat it when it says: The court 
son no clash between thus sensibly pay
ing workers more money to get out of 
the industry, and foolishly paying them 
more money to stay on in.' The whole 
trouble in recent yean has been that 
trade unions and worken have been 
willing to go along with this premise. 
Those remaining in employment have, in 
tome cases, accepted high wage increases 
at the sacrifice of the jobs of their fellow 
workers who have only been compen
sated with a 'handshake* of varying size.

MORE WORK FOR LESS MEN
Tho Wilberforcc report lays yet another 

foundation for such a deal The recog
nised co-operativeness of the union In 
the past will certainly not change now 
or in the future. Electricity supply wor
ken left In the Industry will be expected 
to carry out the extra work previously 
performed by their former workmates 
and therefore (he working day will be* 
come more Intensive.

Once again nationalisation has meant 
rationalisation. The benefits of public 
investment are not helping the workers 
in the industry, neither has the new 
generating plant, which has faults, nor 
the planning of the Electricity Coundl 
brought the benefits that the public were 
led to expect If the public had supported 
the electridty supply workers instead of 
falling for the malicious and vindictive 
nonsense put out by the Government and 
the newspapers, no report would have 
been needed and workers would have 
been better placed to fight further pro
ductivity schemes.

The Government's policy of holding 
down wages is for the purpose of ensur
ing higher profits for employers. Workers 
should not be impressed by their line 
that wage increases arc causing the pre
sent inflationary situation. Industry has 
in fact been working at an under-capacity 
rate. Unemployment is increasing and 
prices are rising to compensate for the 
lack of demand. Increased taxes and 
cuts in social services have contributed 
to the inflation, while even decimalis
ation is being used to put up prices and 
therefore the profit margins of the 
employers.

The squeeze on wages is on. By 
Easter the Government intends to have 
its Industrial Relations Bill on the 
Statute Book and the means by which 
workers try to gain increases will then 
be unlawful. Although the one-day strike 
called by the Engineers' Union will not 
stop the Government, it is a step in the 
right direction. More propaganda and 
action against this Bill will bring home 
to millions of worken the importance 
of fighting it both now and when it 
becomes law. *#» t  • ^

P.T.

imagined, is precisely what the an
archists have always had to say 
about nationalisation: that it is a 
capitalist solution for capitalist ills, 
and nothing to do with socialism at 
all. Once the terrible shock to all 
preconceived notions has been ab
sorbed, and once the great gusts of 
laughter have died down, we can 
see that Mr. Heath has been a clever 
little fellow. By taking over the 
ailing Rolls Royce, he has saved his 
face about subsidising lame ducks. 
Once the ‘nation’, i.e.t the State, 
owns Rolls Royce, the ‘nation’, Le.. 
the taxpayer, can start to foot the 
bills, in the time-honoured way. No 
public money is going out to bolster

H • ___ j  ______ . A______ *__________ A ^ ^up
■ y c tenterprise is going to demonstrate 
the costly nature of nationalisation! 
While the profitable side of Rolls 
Royce—the car-making factories— 
will be left in private hands to 
demonstrate the efficiency of private 
enterprise! Tories who were at first 
dumbfounded by the move may yet 
come to see what a brilliant stroke 
of realpolitik this has been.

Well then, what about the wor
kers? As we said above, RR have 
not gone bankrupt in any real sense 
—it’s only money. The absurdities 
of the money system could hardly 
be better demonstrated when one of 
the world’s greatest capitalist com* 
panics is brought down by the very 
system it serves.

v/  , ♦ ----------------
failing private enterprise; instead, 

another unprofitable public

perfection—these are not affected by 
financial shenanigans This n  real 
wealth we are talking about—not 
money. Unhappily these workers in 
Rolls Roycc. the best in their field, 
sell themselves for money. Not only 
do they sell their labour by the hour 
or the day or the week or the month 
—they sell their responsibility loo. 
For. let’s face it, the beautiful pro
ducts of Rolls Royce are made to 
power war planes, rockets and space 
projects for the State; the engine* 
which end up in civil planes are 
researched for and got off the draw
ing board as offshoots of military 
programmes, and in any case move 
executives about the world the better 
to manipulate it for profit and ex
ploitation. Even the beautiful motor 
cars (which may fall into the hands 
of the lower orders when they’re 
over twenty years old!) are made 
for the very rich to show the world 
how very rich they arc.

The skills of tfie Rolls Royce 
labour force are prostituted like any 
others. They are. perhaps, the elite 
of the engineering world, and as 
such, serve the elite of the political 
world even more closely. We are 
sorry if any of them are going to 
lose their livelihoods as a result ot 
financial dealings over which they 
have no control—but then, over 
what do they have any control? 
And after all, do the Rolls Roycc 
workers, when they send an engine 
off the line to power some warplane 1

, on its bombing, burning missions—
Wc arc used to ihc money iy!,lcm_ do they cvcr stop l0 think what it-s

o' *11
who the hell does it operate for?
This is one more example of the 
way in which the money system has 
simply got completely out of control.

The workers of Rolls Royce have 
not lost their skills bccause the firm 
has gone bust Their inventive 
capacity, their abilities to work and 
produce the very best products in 
their field; if you like that kind of 
thing, the sheer beauty of the things 
they produce, their efficiency and

and efficiency?
If the Rolls Royce workers 

take over their factories and make 
machines for peaceful purposes only; 
if they put their skills and designing 
abilities at the disposal of society 
for social ends; then they would 
find even greater satisfaction to be 
won in working, more responsibility 
to bring more dignity, and, strangely 
enough, more security in freedom.

J ustin.

After Burgos
T^OW THAT the trial of Burgos is 

over, the 16 must face the new 
situation, that of condemned men. Their 
new lodgings have already been prepared 
for them by the Directory of Prisons, 
which has this time acted in a some
what different fashion from usual. In
stead of the male prisoners being sent 
to Segovia, and the female to Alcala 
dc Henares, the 16 prisoners have been 
scattered in various prisons around Spain. 
Here is the list:

Victor Arana Bilbao—Prision Central 
de Puerto de Santa Maria.

Jose Maria Dorrcnsoro—Prision Central 
de Puerto de Santa Maria.

Mario Onaindia—Prision Central de 
Caceres.

Jesus Abriskets—Prision Central de 
Caceres.

Gregorio Lopez Irasuegui—Prision 
Central de Cordoba.

Francisco Izco—Prision Central de 
Cordoba.

Yokin Gorostidi—Prision Central de 
Cartagena.

Eduardo Uriarte—Prision Central de 
Alicante.

Xabier Larena—Prision Central de
Alicante.

Julen Kalzada—Prision Central de 
Zamora.

Jon Etxabe—Prision Central de Za
mora.

Antonio Karrera—Prision Central de
Borgos.

Enrique Guesalaga—Prision Central de 
Borgos.

Itziar Aizpurua—Prision de Mujercs 
de Madrid.

Jone Dorronsoro—Prision de Mujerea 
de Madrid 

Arantza Arruti—Prison de Mujerea 
de Madrid.

These prisons, not especially made for 
political prisoners, could paradoxically 
be better for these prisoners, if it were 
to be that they would be kept in 
them as ordinary prisoners. However, 
it seems much more likely that they 
will be kept in a prison within the 
prison, isolated from the rest of those 
incarcerated. The Directory of Prisons 
has followed here the traditional method 
of ‘divide and conquer* to these Basques. 
In the courtroom they acted in concert, 
but now, spread around various jails, 
they are split, to be dealt with in 
greater ease. There are four special 
prisons for political prisoners, Segovia, 
Soria, Valencia, and Jaen, but these 
have not been used, Only the clerics 
have been sent to the special prison 
for them, at Zamora.

At Cordoba and Cartegna, as Puerto 
de Santa Maria, the prisons are especially 
repressive. Those who are there are 
the most dangerous to the State. In 
Caceres there are already some poli
tical prisoners, but none in Alicante nor 
Cordoba nor Cartegna.

The women's prison in Madrid has the 
many inconveniences of a remand prison, 
with much activity and informers to 
contend with. But this may be some
what alleviated by its central position, 
which will at least make visits easier. 
Some consolation)

M iguel Garcia-



Understanding the Opposition
PROBLEMS OF SOCIALISM TODAY, 
by Santiago Carrillo (Lawrence and 
Wishart, 75p).

FIRST reaction upon being handed 
this incredibly overpriced pamphlet 

of less than two hundred pages was 
to decide that it was not worth reviewing. 
Consisting of essays written by the 
General Secretary of the Spanish Com
munist Party in exile, a Party of whose 
errors and treacheries no reader of 
F reedom will need reminding, it is 
published by the official Party publishers 
and has moreover a most pretentious* 
sounding title. However after reading 
it, I feel that this is a book (hat should 
be read and discussed for it is the 
dearest exposition of the new thinking 
behind the Western (French, British, 
Italian and Spanish) Parties. Whether 
the realities of power would produce 
anything new is of course doubtful, but 
at least on the theoretical level, thinking 
has greatly changed. It is also easy 
to see the 'revisionism' that the Albanians 
and the Chinese complain of. Although 
only published in English in November 
1970, these essays were written in 
Spanish in 1967 and 1968; i.e. before 
and after the last great crisis in the 
Communist world—the invasion of
Chechoslovakia. 1

The great imponderable throughout 
the book is to gauge the strength of the 
Party in Spain (as opposed to the great 
volume of anti-Franco feeling). However 
the most important point that both

the transistor in her introduction and 
Carrillo make is to point out the often 
forgotten fact that the situation in 
Western Europe is so different both 
compared with Eastern Europe and wth 
the 1930s that no comparison is possible 
and hence a totally different approach
is needed.

The first scction deals with the Party s
relations with the Catholic Church. In 
1940, Freedom Press published a pam
phlet by F. A. Ridley entitled The 
Roman Catholic Church and the Modern 
Age in which the author predicted the 
current 'understanding between the two 
great monoliths of Europe—Church and 
Party. Carrillo here tries to show that 
opposition to the Church is ‘sectarian 
and stereotyped' and a product of ‘in
fantile* ‘ultra-leftism’ and that the 
Church is a force for progress. Certainly 
it cannot be denied that today there 
are many priests who can in all honesty 
be considered progressive; that there 
were several priests executed by Franco 
in 1939 for ‘liberalism’, yet here Carrillo 
fails to distinguish between the individual 
priest, often in solitary revolt against 
his hierarchy, and the organisation which 
in Spain as elsewhere (including Poland) 
is firmly linked with the ruling group.

His next section is even more conten
tious though well argued and backed 
up with quotations from Lenin. It has 
the sub-heading *What was universal and 
what was purely Russian in the Soviet 
Revolution?* It must never be forgotten 
that with the’ exception of Czecho-

Slovakia (and here only for the inter
war period) there' is no history of 
plurality of panic* j„ Eastern Europe. 
Lenin said that bourgeois countries have 
a great variety 0f political f°nns 
so too with Communist countries until 
the final 'withering »way of the state'. 
Carrillo therefore sees the probability 
of there being separate parties to repre
sent the bourgeoisie. These parties will 
by definition attract only a small per
centage of the population and once 
the economic reasons for the existence 
of the bourgeoisie as a class disappear 
(and this should be a rapid process) 
then the need for separate parties dis
appears as well in all this Carrillo 
admits several of the errors of the
Stalinist epoch -(and the greatest error 
of all was that ‘Comrade Stalin could 
do no wrong*), for he realises that the
biggest barrier against the Party in
Europe is not so much the idea of
Communism but the ghost of Stalinism 
(it is of course a matter of dispute as 
to whether thb  has ever been
laid). By this stage in the book, one 
is left to wonder two things—how far 
Carrillo is typical of the rank and 
file of the Western Parties and how 
he envisages mating all this a reality 

.in  Spain. -  .
He sees great hope in the revolt of 

youth (as does the Morning Star which 
now ritually links Students with Worker* 
whenever possible—is the paper trying 
to increase circulation or is the British 
Party short of- intellectuals? may I

cynically add) and sees through the 
sham of the ‘classless* society. Writing 
before the invasion of Czechoslovakia, 
he states that the USA will soon be 
defeated in Vietnam and will then be 
forced by its own internal contradictions 
to give up being the "gendarme of 
world imperialism’ just as the USSR 
is no longer the ’gendarme of world 
revolution'. Later events have shown 
that the USSR is still a ‘gendarme? 
(though not of revolution) whenever dr- 
cumsunccs permit It is however correct 
to point out, as he does, the slightly 
more subtle interventions of the USA 
in European affairs. The last section 
of the book was written after the 
Invasion of August I96S and here he 
admits error and although be acknowl
edges the supremacy of the Soviet Union 
in several respects, he makes a strong 
plea as before for the concept of national 
independence—again indispensable if you 
are trying to convince Western Europeans 
of the correctness of your case. This n

a similar hot to the one used by the 
British Party over the recent shooting 
of workers in Poland.

From a strictly anarchist point of view 
(Anarchism and Ultra-Leftism' are rarefy 
mentioned and then only is an appeal 
to their adherents to recognise tbms 
errors and enter the security of the 
all-embracing Party), each word can be 
attacked for each word of a politician 
is automatically suspect Yet if this man 
has any sincerity at all (and it is aboet 
time that anarchists realised that the 
Communist and other Left-Wing Parties 
are made up to a large extent of nacera 
militants) then this book is indeed 
important We may disagree with large 
parts of Communist Party thinking 
but unless we understand it in to 
modem form, then our oppoemon m 
not based upon actuality but upon so m  
tribal memory of the Ukraine and the 
Spanish Civil War,

Tony L ev m .

ANARCHIST TOPICS

DOOMSDAY & AFTER V
•

- iSDear Comrades,
The recent review in F reedom of 

Gordon Rattray Taylor’s Doomsday 
Book is a very welcome expression of 
i nterest in the whole population/con
servation problem on the part of 
libertarian revolutionaries, o — - — — *

advent of socialism give us any more 
housing—with a population fast ap* 
reaching 60 millions?

What house-building is going on at 
the moment, even under capitalist usury, 
is aimed at slum clearance and is 
scarcely, denting that problem. There

v A
g ra n d p a s?  The old Chartist who coined 
the scarcity quotation wasn’t ‘conditioned’ 
by the system. - *•

Unless the individual voluntarily ceases 
to overbreed, w* have certain choices. 
Buy a gun, andt'turn your house into 
a fortress when, civilization collapses— 

believe, in the mechanistic

Dear Editors,
Bill Dwyer gives a substantially correct 

report of what I recounted of my experi
ences as a member of a printing union 
‘chapel’ (Freedom, 19.12,70). What be 
deduces from it, however, is wide of the 
mark.

Firstly, 1 do not maintain that ithe 
worker (whoever he iif  is fitted only for 
obedience*. What 1 do maintain is that 
most workers (like most other people) 
have supported and defended authori
tarianism and servility in the past, do so 
in the present and that, on the evidence 
of this, they will do so in the future. 
Every social upheaval so far has resulted 
in either the survival of the old authority 
or the creation of a new, and as far as 
I  can see this is the inevitable outcome 
of all organized collectivities—no matter 
what names they are given. Bill Dwyer, 
like his utopian forebears, has confused 
‘the worker* as he is with *the worker* 
as he would like him to be. He is, if 
you will pardon the philosophical pun, 
trying to deduce an ‘is’ from an ‘ought*.

be believts that mankind can create the 
kind of world lie would like to see by 
means of some unexplained (and, I sus
pect, unexplainable) process of concurrent 
and contagious spontaneity of the sort 
that will result in what ElUngham wants 
it to result in. Of course, any milkttarian 
sect can claim the viability of their goal 
on this kind of ‘evidence’. From Ply
mouth Brethren to Koreshanists—all can 
view the world as their oyster. More 
tough-minded folk, however, would de
mand better credentials than thoee so far 
offered.

Thirdly, I cannot see how I  am being 
‘insulting’ to point out what I think are 
the facts of the case. (F.E. is fond of 
derogatory labelling too. Because I  have 
said most people appear to want a 
government of some kind or another he 
accuses me of saying they are ’stupid*. 
Not so. Some of the most ardent govern* 
mentalists are very intelligent persons. 
Intelligence is no more a monopoly of 
anarchists than is stupidity of anarchists.) 
If I claimed that on the basis of what I  
knew about Bill Dwyer I thought it 
likely be oould ran a mile in three

be fails, in his book, lo analyse the 
nature o f the capitalist $)sicm (in  its 
p o litica l, economic and social effects) in - 
relation, to  -tfcesxtaatkm we find our 
planet bl '

Britain was, under 19th century 
capitalism, the ‘workshop of the world' 
and, with the rise of capitalism, her 
largely agricultural economic base was 
(faasttGdly altered. Peasant societies do 

- appear to have forms of population 
"restrictioo'-Hiatural and man-made.

Some agricultural societies have used 
infanticide (often of female children) 
and, of course, because peasant societies 
lack technology (meaning a lack of 
qyrfiral science) are liable to drastic, 
redaction of um bers doe to pestilence 
and disease.

Capitalism is a society based upon 
technology and, thus, capable of com
bating iOneat and <fisease and, also, of 
increasing the live birth rate. In order 
to man the factories (the ‘labour in- 
tensive' factories) of capitalism, popu
lation growth had to be allowed, nay 
encouraged, both by the removal of 
traditional human population restraints 
(U. the Victorian altitude towards in
fanticide among primitive peoples) and 
by improvements in general health— 
tbm, the Public Health Acts of Victorian 
social •reformers’. It is not suggested 
that these moves were planned or con- 
scions moves by the ruling economic 
dtas, then or now. The need for an 
abundant, healthy labour force was im
plicit (and b  implicit) in the capitalist 
system.

Capitalism, alio, requires an expanding 
market Furthermore, in order that 
profits be maximised, wages must be 
reduced, and the traditional capitalist 
device to do this has been the creation 
o f unemployment—a phenomenon de
signed to undermine the economic effects 
of working-class organisation—Le., soci
alist parties and trade unions. Perhaps 
the gallant working men of the 19th 
century Chartist Movement saw more 
dearly than we do today the effects of 
capitalist-inspired overpopulation, when 
they chanted, 'When bread is scarce, 
bread b  dear f  When men are scarce, 
men are dear*. I certainly find it 
significant that, among the Chartists, we 
may find the first working-class advocates 
of artificial contraception.

For today's revolutionaries, the ques
tion is a damn sight more than academic 
m  historical. We fight on our crowded 
and varied platform; capitalism, we cry, 
cannot feed the people, it cannot clothe 
the people, it cannot house the people. 
Above all, we recognise the need of 

tp turn  shelter. Bui, will the

is all a question of resources. For 
generations, the single woman has been
regarded as something weird, the bach
elor aseccentric, and the childless (by 
intention or otherwise) couple as ‘selfish*. 
As a partner in a, so far, childless 
marriage (from choice), I have been 
accused of being ‘selfish’ and (believe * 
it or not) ‘evading responsibility’. Man, . 
as I  view it, has two responsibilities— 
one to himself (to secure the best life 
he can) and to his kind (to make and 
keep the world better to live in).

The entire ethos of ‘trad' socialism— 
and of anarchism. too—seems to me, 
basically, paternalistic. We must carry 
our brother, not only in adversity, but 
in relation to the results of his own 
conscious decisions. To talk of 'making 
contraception available' sounds like the 
bloody 1920s—it is available, from every 
GP in the country.

I object, strongly, to having a large 
section of my ‘product’, my contribution 
to society, forcibly removed from ' me 
by a paternalistic state to dispense to 
a fool with 10 kids. I do not, as a 
rational animal, intend to die like a 
rat in a trap as a result of senseless 
civil war brought on by overcrowding.

It is, indeed, amazing, the amount of 
‘consensus’ that appears to exist among 
both the smug spokesmen of the system 
(middle class, the lot of them) and,' 
even, revolutionaries. It is, it appears, 
OK to have two children per family. 
Thb rubbish b  rationalised selfishness. 
If every family has three children, the 
population of thb bland b  going to 
double; if two children, it will stabilise 
at the present level; if one only then 
it will begin to decline. There are' 
anarchists (perhaps they should join the 
Powellites) who appear to believe in a 
form of laissez-faire’, ’it will all even 
itself out in the end, if we all decide 
to do what suits us*.

Thb almost presupposes the existence 
of a divine bdng to see tho humah 
race through. It sounds like a recipe 
for chaos.

Anarchists are, we fondly hope, men 
and women of strength and determina
tion, able to resist the pressures of 
capitalist society. We feel no guilt in 
our political non-conformity. Let us 
fed no guilt about defying the lunacy 
of a population intent on self-destruction.

The reply, of course, will be that 
people are conditioned by the system. 
There is, in thb, the fatalistic assumption 
that man has no free will How 
come some of us can resist the pressure 
of the frustrated middle-aged who seek 
new release for their suppressed sexual 
desires by becoming grannies and

join the Scfcialisy arty~ot--Great Bntain 
and wait for|m c end of capitalism, 
or join some ues onthe other l< 
a mountain tf>p waiting for the end 
of the world,

But the anarchists are based, surely, 
on the belief .Jhat men dominate events 
and things and make the- world them
selves. . i

.  .^E n itn a U y S  - f
Aberdem. ^ ,  Ian S. Sutherland.

’ -•  a JL> * I * < . .  «
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Letters
Because, however, this has been and is 

true of most workers, it by no means 
follows that all workers are incapable 
of transcending authoritarianism and be
coming anarchists. A small minority in 
each generation do just this, as do a 
small minority of ‘non-workecs*. (An
archism is an individual, not a class, 
phenomenon.) Secondly, what ‘weakness’ 
did Francis Ellingham show in my social 
pessimism? The only ‘evidence’ that he 
could offer to refute my view was that

kind is simply begging the question.
Finally, I have never claimcd that ‘no 

change’ is possible. The world 1 live in 
now is in many ways not the world I 
lived in twenty years ago, nor b  it the 
kind of world I will live in twenty yean 
from now. My point is that what changes 
will take place are, on the basis of what 
is and has been in the sphere of social 
constraint, unlikdy to bring about an
archy as a universal condition. For this 
reason anarchist individualists, such as 
I daim to be, will shape their perspec
tives accordingly. Anarchism as an indi
vidualism can survive such a reshaping. 
I am quite prepared to admit that those 
who regard anarchism as a socialism will 
reject my view, since their ideas cannot 

Yours sincerely,
London. W 2  S.E. P arkis .

Dear Comrades,
Your editorial of January' 9: *We are 

not a mass-agitational paper. True, we 
agitate, and would like to appeal to 
the masses—but the world is not like 
that.’ And a little later: * ‘Anarchism 
is dedicated to teaching people to live 
for themselves.* •

But how b anybody taught if there 
is no vehide to pass on- the teaching? 
F reedom is defined as *a paper at the 
service of the anarchist movement’. So 
it should be. But in as much as an
archism is dedicated to teaching people 
a new way of life, it must be the function 
of F reedom to express anarchist ideals 
in a manner appealing to the masses, 
and digestible by them. Preaching to 
the converted is a *wank*.

Anarchism in this country b  tangled 
with intellectualism, and while there is no 
flow between the masses and the voices 
of inellectual anarchism, alienation of 
anarchism from those for whom it 
should have most meaning is inevitable.

Sometimes in the pages of F reedom 
a certain snobbery appears (try 'the 
selfless sacrifice and dedication of the 
noble idiots', etc.). If F reedom were 
not so apparently aimed at a more or 
less intellectualist readership, if its con
tent induded some non-jargoni Stic, 
simple, but intelligent discussion of an
archist ideab for the ‘masses’, and if 
there were *noble idiots* to sell F reedom 
on the streets and outside the factories, 
perhaps then the name ‘anarchy* would 
mean more than merely the Daily Express 
synonym for ‘chaos' or ‘vandalism’.

However, it's easy to criticize. Please
find enclosed a donation for the Press 
Fund.
London j h

[Signature undecipherable.

Dear Comrades,
J.W.*s article ‘Will We Reach 2000?’ 

introduced an air of Malthusian* pessi
mism as well as other weird ideas un
connected with anarchism into the 
columns of F reedom (5.12.70).

Surely a basic tenet of anarchism is 
the idea that we can feed, clothe and 
house the population of the world when 
we get the politicians and capitalists 
off our backs? When we remember 
that with every belly goes a pair of 
hands it doesn’t seem wildly optimistic 
to believe that, when work is geared 
to real and urgent needs and not the 
profit of the few, we can perform what 
J.W. sees as an impossible task.

Now we come to the really wdrd 
part- J.W. says \  , , homosexuality 
needs to be seen as a useful means of 
limiting the population and prostitution 
seen as a means to release sexual frus
tration without contraception and without 
risk of birth.’ Pm all for everybody 
doing their own thing—or anybody else*s 
if they are willing—but b  J.W. sug
gesting that the future of the human* 
race depends on our ability to over
come our anti-social heterosexual desires? 
How does prostitution ‘release sexual 
frustration without contraception and 
without risk of birth*? Perhaps J.W. 
means homosexual prostitution? Perhaps 
J.W,'s final solution b  sterile, state- 
registered prostitutes?

Clearly J.W. b  only concerned with 
male frustration. What about the frus
trations of the unfortunate women who

are forced to* -submit to the whims 
°f J.W.*s frustrated men? I  say 'forced* 
because why the hdl would they do 
it if not forced by physical, economic 
or psychological coercion?

J.W.’s Utopia and the road to it 
sound suspidously like the existing hdl!

Fraternally,
Corby, Northants. T erry  Philups.

*Malthurt ‘Essay on the Prindple of 
Population* argued that widespread 
poverty was inevitable because popu
lation grew faster than the means o( 
satisfying needs. It was used by three 
consecutive generations of rulers as a 
spurious scientific argument against the 
ideas of equality.

4-page leaflet
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OLD THE AMERICAN NEW LEFT
T1IF. NEW L O T  i A D m m m ty  «*► 
lory, L d M  b f Maaafcaa 7 m M  (Cap*.
13.75).

PUNISHMENT: The Supposed Justifi* 
cations, by Ted Ilondericb (Hutcblnaon, 
£1.75).

An a r c h i s t s  h a v e  Always opposed
the institution of punishment It it 

ono of our oldest enemies, and one 
which wo are always meeting anew. 
Ted Hondcrich is not an anarchist He 
is trying to find a justification for the 
institution, i t  has been my intention to 
consider all that I find intelligible and at 
*11 persuasive by way of defences of the 
practice of punishment . . but he 
come; to the conclusion that the defences 
do not stand up to examination.

There are three main arguments for
punishment:

1. Punishment is the retribution handed 
out to the wrongdoer, ho gets *his just 
deserts';

2. Punishment deters others;
3. Punishment reforms.
Practically all arguments are variants

of these three, it seems to me. No. 1 is 
simply revenge. Yet it is amazing that 
philosophers like Kant and Hegel have 
embarked on the most elaborate verbal 
creations in order to justify i t  There 
haw not been lacking those who have 
gone so far as to say that a criminal has 
a  ‘right’ to be punished. To which our 
author replies that ‘a right that cannot 
be escaped is an odd right’, and goes on 
to speculate that ‘essays in the psycho
analysis of argument arc not often profit* 
able but it is hard to resist the feeling 
that the claiming of rights to punishment 
on behalf of offenders is most interesting 
as a projection of feelings of guilt or 
conscience’. One wonders, of what use

people like Kant and Hegel? Word* 
spinners is all one can call them.

No. 2 has littlo to recommend it either. 
In earlier days punishments were in 
general much hanher than they are now, 
*nd crime was more prevalent In tbe 
eighteenth century when a party went 
down from Hampstead to London, to the 
theatre, they went as if on lafari in 
Central Africa. The ladies were In the 
centre and the men formed a screen 
around them, all the meo of course being 
armed with swords and pistols. And yet 
people still talk about the ’shocking in* 
crease in crimes of violence*.

Mr. Honderich believes that this argu
ment results in peoplo being victimised. 
Ono must mako on example. It is also 
possible to see how one can go on from 
this to saying that it may sometimes be 
noccssary that an innocent person should 
suffer, rather than allowing the law to be 
seen to havo made a mistake. Rudi 
Dutschke has recently been punished so 
that a Minister should not have to admit 
that he had made a mistake.

No. 3 is almost beneath contempt, but 
it is of course true that a person's spirit 
may be broken, and in that sense be is 
‘reformed’, although he will probably be 
good for nothing after. Mr. Hondericb 
however considers the question from the 
point of view of the hordes of psy
chiatrists who would be required, parti
cularly if that American theory, that one 
can detect criminal tendencies in child
hood, and forestall them, were to be 
introduced. ‘One sometimes has the feel
ing that for reformists no expenditure 
could be too great if it secured an in
significant incidence of criminality. It is

as if there ^  ™LS‘£ Uo« but that an
wmy of I*'1 1 b® ben
engaged in ^  ' i w L r J  %bo
mit criminal *bout half of
which arc Surely
claims of other tnd institution,
in society must be W^hfered. Should
we have * -.* * * *  or prac
titioners of whsw Iund7 Qo# can
certainly coOCf ‘\  V4J£ *  *ocieti«  such 
that one w,lh .?  ‘ocidance of
criminality would t * f a r  p n fc n b V

Somo forms «  behaviourist therapy
are unspeakable, t h e y * *  really  j o t
another form of A
with » cma bo treated
so that what ^ k d  him with
excitement now nils him with disgust, a  
change from one horror t0 another.

The au th o r comes to the conclusion 
that 'acceptable practices must prevent 
offences at the lowest poaaible cost of 
distress, and  certainly not by causing 
more distress than would occur without
them. F urtherm ore, they must not them
selves give rise to exe^srve inequality, 
but rather secure that more equality or 
less inequality obtains than would obtain 
in their absence’. In present conditions 
tbe punishment of a criminal often is 
spread with a generous hand, so as to 
include his family also, for the law is 
never mean. So that there is more suffer* 
ing all round when the crime is punished 
than was caused by the original offence, 
as when the breadwinner is jailed for 
some small theft 

This is a liberal and enlightened book, 
but I doubt whether many magistrates, 
and others in authority, will be much in
fluenced by these kind of argum ents.

A.W.U.

TIE TITLE OF das 
editor admit*, la  pcrhap* too pre

tentious.' The book I* w fact e 400-pe#s 
anthology of about etfMy peeufat from 
American New Left wntmgv preceded 
by a ninety-page hist (me* I tatrodacooa 
and followed by a twenty p a *  guide 
lo the chronology, orgaasatioaa. aad 
press of tbe movement It cover* the 
decade up to 196*. and aaa pahhahad 
la the United Stale* in 1969

The scope of the extract* is vary ari 
Beginning with tbe civil righto, 
community, and free speech campaigns, 
they move on lo the emergence of a spe- 
ciflcally ‘New Left’ (ie. anti-traditional 
non-*ectarian, non-parliamenUnan) coo- 
sdousness. then to  tbe radicalisation of 
the movement in tbe campaigns against 
war and the draft and for black and 
student power, and finally to the various 
‘problems and perspectives' that followed. 
Each section is supplemented by a lift 
of sources for further reading.

The situation has of course changed 
since the book was prepared, especially 
in consequenoe of the events surrounding 
the Democratic Party Convention in 
Chicago in 1968, but the material Teodoci 
has assembled remains very valuable. 
His introduction is useful, though rather 
lacking in analysis. His concluding guide 
is less useful because it is already out

of dace aad a  a r iu H »  
la  general the book a  a rt i  ik v u sto u ry

pn'ath m  a cpQoOwa of
fee a hatforr, aad as i  

e—i taieetf) iw pplo a ttn  such kuU M i
ef the \ a m o a  New Left aa r a r
Nrm fcjr Pawl Jacob* aad Satd
I a a h *  aad A Prt/k tn t Mianrfry by 
lack Newfeld (both n ad ak b  
bac%) 

h  «  M tooU af lo 
a greet aamey trf 
ia the book a rt aiuctk the

besa pa— g forward lev
a
scarcely w o n  to ftfarv at aO
Amcncaa New Left. F,**a «o. Teodori 
could hove takea af kaat a few retexaal 
extract* from aoarcfcaI pebfccatkiae 
A Mr chat is baled bat net quoted, as a«e 
a few other papers v»*ae*y dweribad 
as libertanao' or •aabedaary*. aad Faal 
Goodman m give* aa oae of the 
laspam s’ of the moveaaeat, bat that a  
about aB—thoagh the odd coambarter 
(Marvin Garsea. for m ao  pie) wans «a 
tremble on the verge of real aaarthaoa.

In thsi connection it a  perhaps woe* 
noting that another recent anthology a f 
American New Left writings—The Sew  
Left, edited by Pnscifb Long (P o rta  
Sargent, 1969)—does contain a passa«s 
chosen to  repreaenl the anarch** post* 
lion: aa extract front Rudolf Rocker's 
book Anarchvryndtceiitm, which waa 
published back in 1931! b  that really 
tbe best we can do7 N.W.

‘ Worker Traveller?’

Danish Revolutionaries
A DANISH anarcho-syndicalist writer 

Cad Hcinrich YclcrSWt* has now*

lccung matcn.il. published his third book, 
Danskc revolutioture '

'"^btfnt
ly have in their opposition 

to sodal-democrats and communists been 
inspired by foreign revolutionaries be* 
cause the official histories of working 
class struggle have neglected those who 
were opposed not only to the bour
geoisie but also to the social-democrats 
and communists. C-H-P.’s book, which 
consists of portraits of 13 revolutionaries 
(most of whom CJtLP. has known per
sonally) together with articles and pam
phlets written by these people, is there
fore welcome reading.

As the book is written in Danish I  
shall relate the parts which I consider 
o f roost interest to anarchists.

Anarchism is not firmly rooted in 
Danish history but small groups of 
anarchists have existed and with them 
a  few anarchist papers, which however 
died out very quickly. Amongst the 
revolutionary Marxists and the syndi
calists (who reached their height of 
strength 1918-1920) anarchist tendencies 
have come about especially when these 
people opposed party discipline in both 
tbe communist and sodal-dcmocratic 
parties. An exception is the anarchist 
Jean Jacques Ipsen (1857-1936), who was 
greatly inspired by French anarchists 
and syndicalists during bis 10 years' stay 
in Paris 1889-1899. Ipsen earned his 
living as a  journalist but wrote many 
artkks in the various Scandinavian 
socialist journals. In 1907 be was able 
to start his own newspaper together 
with tbe Norwegian anarchist Hans Jiger. 
Korsaren (The Corsaire) existed for only

five weeks and was followed later the 
aame year by the weekly paper Revolten, 
which lasted two months. His last

in licld wui m ade in
roJHkflprt, -with the 

"anarchist A. Vr LundsfrCm fc  co-oditor. 
After two months they had to give up. 
lpscn has left 13 small books and 
pamphlets of which C.H.P. has reprinted 
his pamphlet Slip menneskene Ids (Let 
man loose). In this he analyses man's 
slavery and rejects the arguments against 
letting man loose Hc has however 
had much help through knowledge of 
the anarchist classics.

While Ipsen was active as a writer 
and a speaker, an example of direct 
action comes from people who did not 
call themselves anarchists. Andreas 
Frittner (1887-1969) has given the story 
of the Amalthea case in a tape-recording 
written down in CH .P.’s book. In the 
summer of 1908 the dockworkers of 
Malmo were on strike. From England 
had arrived 70-80 blacklegs sent by the 
international blackleg - organisation in 
Hull. These blacklegs were lodging on 
the ship Amalthea in MalmO port and 
to get rid of them some Swedish young 
socialists decided to frighten them by 
a bomb explosion beside the ship. On 
Algot Rosberg’s request A P. bought the 
fuse in Copenhagen and back in Malm5 
A R. made tbe bomb together with 
Anton Nilson and Alfred Stern. On 
Saturday night, July 12, 1908, the ex
plosion woke up the whole of Malmd 
while unintentionally one blackleg got 
killed and several wounded. The bomb- 
makers were arrested and A R. and A.N. 
(who placed the bomb) were sentenced 
to death while A.S got life imprison
ment Fritzner who came to MalmO 
a few days after tbe explosion was

also arrested but acquitted after two 
months as he claimed he imagined the 
fuse was to be used fojsom e lire works.

through his lil _ 
the Danish record of imprisonment for 
political reasons (1 year and 9 months 
all added up). He was a pioneer for 
COs and because he kept this stand
point be waa excluded from the CP 
in the thirties.: , -

In 1918 after the outbreak of the 
German revolution A.F. and one of 
bis comrades went to Germany to get 
help in spreading the revolution to 
Denmark. Once over the border they 
managed to get a travelling pass to 
Berlin from a barracks flying the red 
flag. Without much difficulty they 
reached Hamburg where all was confusion 
and no trains were running. Suddenly 
a sailor got up on a table announcing 
he had booked a train to Berlin for the 
red sailors of Kiel. With this train tbe 
Danes got to Berlin where they spoke 
to Karl Licbknecht, but from their con
versation they soon realized that tbe 
Germans had their hands full and were 
the Danes to join the revolution they 
would have to take their own full 
initiative. They therefore returned and 
A.F. was arrested immediately for having 
propagated the release o f political 
prisoners in Denmark. /  * . „
Stockholm  A.P.
•C.H.P.: Born 1915, working dass origin, 
cigarmaker, schoolteacher, now totally 
devoted to writing political history, one 
of the best writers in Denmark on 
workers’ history and anarchism. Books: 
Kommunismens kattere (The heretics 
of communism), 1964; Agitatorer og 
martyrer (Agitators and martyrs), 1966.

THE END of the summer term at 
University brings tbe annual migra

tion of students back to their home 
towns, armed with promises of summer 
jobs. Student Traveller booklets, and a 
dream of far-off lands in the sun. This 
dream meant for me this summer a five- 
week stint of bus-conducting, followed 
by a four-week tour of Italy, Greece and 
Yugoslavia. The job was a  most enjoy* 
able and rewarding break from an often 
monotonous college term, but sadly It 
appeared from conversations with work-

studcnu arc ^co&iidcrcd as
J « r * '  y f t 1
f tc t tM t i

about to travel abroad heightened this 
impression. The more perceptive came 
out with *Oh, it’s all right for you stu
dents, they give you all this cheap travel’. 
However, tbe only ‘they’ involved are 
the students themselves.

The fact is that the NUS, rather than 
directing all its energies toward a frus
trating battle with the wago-price spiral, 
has organised itself to provide cheap 
charter travel for its members. Worken 
with families are rightly anxious to wrest 
some sort of dignified living standard 
from their exploiters, but the aims of 
most trade unions seem sadly limited. 
Surely one of its functions should be like 
that of the NUS travel agency. After 
fifty weeks bard grind, a fortnight in 
Brighton (or Aberystwyth) is an insult 
Students, being undoubtedly privileged 
have an added advantage . . . long sum
mer holidays, which make possible the 
cheaper but slower methods of travel, 
i.e. long train journeys and hitch-hiking. 
With two weeks grudgingly awarded 
them, even tbe more affluent minority of 
the working class have time for, at best, 
two weeks in Spain, of merciless package 
tour and ‘real English tea, no tea bags' 
exploitation.

Another aim then must be longer

holidays, and not ao extra day a year
as the TUC conference ao militaddy de
mands but a minimum foor week* m tha 
summer. Again the student ha* a  slight 
edge in possessing an Internationa] 
Student Identity Card, which can gain 
one useful concessions in many pans «f 
Europe. Well, what about aa Inter
national Young Worker Identity Card, 
available to all workers below a certain 
wage level, which would include stodenta 
anyway, and as workers, not as c l ia ta e  
freaks estranged from the workers.

Of coursc for families and older wor- 
-fean, aheap travel is much more difficult.  
b tg J U a a  .tiaghi ******  that after (ha 
wecks in a  partfojter J o i v r a «  
a month abroad, whereas a workmate, 
of the same age and wage rate, and 
single like myself, gets, after fifty' weeks, 
a fortnight of British rain and fish and 
chips.

Travel broadens the mind. Aa old 
but true cliche. I  can think of no better 
way for a young worker to meet foreign 
comrades, and experience their way of 
life, their struggles for freedom, than a  
month ‘roughing it’ abroad in the sum
mer. Why should the natural and man- 
made beauties of Europe be tbe monopoly 
of the middle daas, students and on- 
appreciative wealthy Americans?

Until capitalism is overthrown, the 
workers must chase price rises with wage 
claims in order to drfend their standards 
of living. But how about some imagin
ative travel organisation, as well, from 
the unions, or better, from *ad hoc7
worker groups? Tbe potential is vast
Exchange visit arrangements with other 
European workers and general working 
class co-operation in making travel 
easier and cheaper. Let’s see a new
phenomena on the continent ia  the
summer . . .  the worker traveller.

N e il  Jotcs.

Hyde Park Orators
Gay Liberation Front *

%r * %

A NEW ORGANISATION for homo- 
sexual men and women was formed 

hot October to damand equal legal and 
social rights. It is already bolding weekly 
meetings in London attended by well 
over 200 people.

The Front aims to end all discrimi
nation by tbe law, by employers and by 
society at iaigeL On November 27, 150 
of its members demonstrated by torch
light at Highbury Fields in protest at 
die conviction by a ten-two majority 
verdict of Louis Eakes. former Young 
Liberal Chairman, who denied police 
allegations of gross indecency. NCGL 
observers ware present a t tbe demon

stration.
The case for a further substantial 

measure of sexual law reform was well 
made in an article in The Times on 
December 2, which referred to the setting 
up by tbe Sexual Law Reform Society of 
an expert working party which is to 
submit recommendations to the Law 
Commission.

Tbe problems of homosexuals in Scot
land are even worse. Under Scottish law, 
even the private homosexual behaviour 
of consenting adults remains illegal, 
though according to the Crown Agent, 
prosecutions are ’seldom, if ever7 brought 
for this dass of offence, hi Edinburgh,

~ 'ir  - i
V

on December 4, tbe Scottish Minorities 
Group (affiliated to the Scottish Council 
for Civil Liberties) held its first AGM. 
Professor G. M. Cartairs, head of the 
Department of Psychiatry, Edinburgh 
University, spoke of the psychologically 
as well as the socially harmful effects on 
adults as well as on children of tbe 
deprivation of love, whether heterosexual 
or homosexual. He expressed the view 
that society evidenced a variety of sick 
attitudes towards homosexuals. Tbe meet
ing called unanimously for early law 
reform in Scotland.

NCCL Januxxy BvULETOt,

THE HYDE PARK SOCIALIST, Winter 
1970/71. Price 2}p quarterly.

HPHE Hyde Park Socialist, produced 
-*■ by libertarian socialists who. it 
appears from the magazine, are regular 
soap-box orators in Hyde Park, is, again, 
well worth the modest sum of 21p. Or 
20p for an annua] subscription.

The editorial supports the proliferation 
erf revolutionary graffiti on hoardings, 
etc. Not a bad idea for a bit of cheap, 
quick propaganda. The capitalists pro
vide the site, you provide the slogan!

The article on “Law and Order’ by Bill 
Hughes deserves reprinting in Freedom. 
It could well form the basis of an 
anarchist leaflet on the subject

Particularly interesting is the account 
by die veteran ILP-er, F. A. Ridley, of 
his experiences as a Hyde Park orator 
between 1925-39. Hyde Park, claims 
Ridley, was a  ‘proletarian university*, 
As a  more recent graduate of tbe soap
box myself, I  can amply testify to the

efficacy of the spoken word in the revo
lutionary cause. And not just on street 
comers either, tbe factory gate’s a  good 
place, too.

The poetry could be better and, if cne 
must complain, it might be best left o u t 

A useful review of other publications 
is included and it is interesting to note 
(in view of the ILP affiliations of tbe 
Hyde Park Socialists) that they recognise 
the decline into Labourite rubbish of the 
ILP's Socialist Leader.

I  confess, as the ’editor' of a very small 
review, to a  liking for tbe irreverent, 
struggling little papers which constitute 
the ‘undergrowth' of contemporary revo
lutionary publishing. They indicate the 
health of tbe movement at grass roots 
level—they are people doing their own 
thing—and that is what libertarian revo
lution is all about 

Hyde Perk Socialist from J. Hughes, 
48 Gilbey Road, London. S.W.17.

%

I an S. Sutherland.



‘W ITHOUT THE CONSCIOUS will
* * and conscious action of the majority 

of the proletariat there can be no 
socialism'—Rosa Luxembourg.

I get the above quotation from the 
Aberdeen Solidarity Pamphlet— Spartak- 
ism to National Bolshevism, the KPD 
1918-24. An excellent Pamphlet marred 
at times by the usual Solidarity habit of 
inserting a few ‘debating point' attacks 
against anarchism and omitting credit 
to anarchists in order to prove their 
Marxist orthodoxy.

This should not prevent any anarchist 
reading the Pamphlet, indeed it is a 
Pamphlet that ought to give rise to 
fruitful thought and debate within an
archist groups, as for all its omissions 
and pettinesses with regard anarchism, 
it makes an amazingly good analysis of 
how Leninism—during the lifetime of 
Lenin and the power of Trotsky—by im
parting an elitist clement to the German 
Communist movement* hampered the 
spread of revolution to the one country, 
where, by the Bolsheviks’ own theories, 
revolution had to spread to complete tbe 
Russians' own revolution.

It shows that though in Germany wor
kers' councils did exist; the reformists 
and even the bourgeoisie seeing tho 
emergence of the council movement 
created their own so as to dilute the 
radicalism of the council movement; and 
so in such circumstances tbe task of 
revolutionaries was half done and yet 
all to do.

Tbe councils existed, so it should have 
been easy to argue that the Parliamentary 
Assembly was an irrelevance, the councils 
were not exclusively revolutionary or 
even socialist and therefore the cry ‘All 
Power to the Councils’ had to mean real 
councils not the puppets that existed 

^ Tbe Pamphlet shows examples of 
adventurism, it shows examples of 
puuchisnu it shows examples of turpitude, 
where leaderships acted as a conservative 
force, or where they (leaden) spent so 
long debating what to do that the masses 
lost heart and had gone home by the

TWO PAMPHLETS REVIEWED
time they were called on to act; it »how* 
that some of these faults were com
mitted by men who called themselves 
anarchists, it shows that some were com
mitted by Marxists. It shows that Rosa 
Luxembourg, magnificent soc.alist though 
»he was. was sometimes over-cautious.

All of this any anarchist would expect 
to find—yes even that revered anarchists 
made mistakes too—and it is more than 
useful to have it documented in this way. 
(Occasionally one is surprised to find 
gaps, one such especially surprising in a 
Pamphlet published in Scotland, is that 
no use has been made of the material 
the late Guy Aldrcd published on the 
subject both at the time and subse
quently.) So, despite what its author 
says, at times an anarchist can well hail 
this as an anarchist Pamphlet, essential 
reading, an essential contribution to 
anarchist arguments against Leninists.

But one would be losing part of our 
case to fail to answer occasional faults 
and this reduces one to quibbling a little. 
For if allegations are made against an
archism in an essentially anarchistic 
Pamphlet, and anarchists praise the Pam
phlet without answering the allegations, 
then we might be thought to accept the 
allegations and criticisms. It is not just 
in criticism of us that the author appears 
at times to use debating points.

For instance Luxembourg said: The 
Spartakus League will never take power 
except in accordance with the clearly 
expressed will of the great majority of 
the proletarian masses/ In the circum
stances of a party joining the Third 
International controlled by the Bolsheviks 
who had not similarly abstained, this was 
assuredly a fairly definite disclaimer, and 
to read into it, as the author does, the 
interpretation that she was leaving room

ZENGUHRO STRIKES
SEPTEMBER 10 and 4 in ed

'fts third 'strike the world whose lonp-mngc goals includc 
against the lay-offs caused by the cuts the loss of every members job, namely
in I'S miliury spending. The military - the abolition of Ac bases. I  was not

able to learn much about its internal
structure, but it seems to have some
kind of bureaucratic set-up. While-claim
ing to be politically independent, the 
union as a whole is close to the Japan 
Socialist Party, which is rhetorically 
fairly radical, but in practice committed 
to parliamentary politics; some members 
follow tho CP (pro-Russia, also com
mitted to electoral revolution), and a 
growing number of young workers are 
sympathizers of various radical student 
groups.

Zengunro fights tbe abolition of jobs 
it thinks shouldn't exist for a basic 
economic reason: there aren’t any other 
jobs. Over half of the farmland of 
Okinawa was taken over by the bases 
(they occupy 16% of the total area). 
30% of the 'Gross National Product’ 
comes from the bases; industry is vir
tually non-existent The people are much 
poorer than in Japan. If Okinawa is to 
get rid of the bases it must first find 
some other base for its economy.

The Okinawain Government is headed 
by a US general who has absolute con
trol; while there is an elected legislature 
and Chief Executive (who is a socialist), 
they are essentially in the same position 
as a student council.2 The Japanese 
Government, which seems to think of 
Okinawa as a troublesome nuisance (be
fore the war, Okinawa was treated like 
a colony), has suggested that the la id-off4 
workers be retrained for other jobs or, 
better still, sent to Japan to work in its 
‘defence’ industries. As a result of this 
attitude, many Oklnawains, especially in 
Zeogunro, are wondering if they'll be 
much better off as part of Japan. .

The military’s belief that the strikes 
must be tome kind of political demon
strations is somewhat understandable 
when one considers the cultural differ
ences between Japanese and American 
labour relations. In America the unions 
scoff at the idea of a class struggle, but 
a strike is pure economic war, often 
lasting until one side is driven to the 
brink of absolute ruin; a strike planned 
to last only two days would be meaning
less. In Japan, especially in Sobyo, the 
largest group of unions and under SP 
control, the union spends several months 
beating the drums about its Tall Offen
sive’ with much shouting about the evils 
of capitalism, only to settle after a token 
strike. A typical newspaper report reads 
Tittle progress has so far been made in 
negotiations between . . . management 
and workers to avert a 4-hour strike . .  . 
scheduled to begin at 4 a.m. tomorrow*.

pda os to fire iOjOOO of the 55,000* base 
;  workers; already speed-ups and other de- 

* v  W ts  axe used to cut costs, such as firing 
500 PX workers and then advertising for 
‘part time’ help, at a lower rate of pay, 

~ - of course.
The first strike took place on January 

8 and 9 of last year, with about 35,000 
workers out (Zengunro has a member
ship of 20,000). Tbe second ran from 
January 19-23, also with about 35,000 
oat, and ended with a few concessions 
from the military. During the second 
strike the military struck back by declar
ing 'Defense Condition Green*, which 
meant that all bases were prepared for 

i- 5  possible attack, but primarily that no 
Unnecessary travel* was allowed, aimed 
at turning those Okinawains whose busi
nesses (mostly bars) were patronized by 
soldiers against tbe strike; these people 
held a rally and then attacked the strikers, 
who then began to wear helmets and 
carry dubs, similar to student radicals.

Tbe third strike, which took place 
while I was in Okinawa, was less success
ful than the previous ones, as only about 
20,000 people participated. Although 
Condition Green was dedared, the ‘A 
sign’ (‘Approved for US Forces’) bars 
simply dosed down (many do not allow 
Okinawains to come in) without any 
retaliation. One difference from before 
was that leaflets and posters were written 
in English to explain the situation to 
the soldiers (see below for the military's 
version); one American girl was arrested 
for distributing leaflets but let go after 
Several boors. After the strike ended the 
military offered to cut 100 names off the 
latest list of dismissals.

One interesting aspect of the strike 
was the reaction on the bases. While 
die military operations weren’t affected, 
fiie people, especially wives, were in a 
state of panic, stockpiling water, candles, 
and food in case the Okinawains cut off 
the water and electricity or even laid 
siege to tbe bases. Tbe reason is simple: 
the vast majority of Americans in Oki
nawa live on base in little American- 
style communities in which Okinawains 

• are visible only as maids and clerks. 
Suddenly, they realize that there's a 
million people running around out there 
that they don’t know anything about 
This is helped by the military's daim 
that the strikers are all Communists and 
that the reason everybody has to stay 
am base is that the strikers will attack 
any American they catch alooe—if these 
are the kind of people hired to work on 
US bases, what are the people who aren’t

for a ‘Sparta** , ovefnment ruling along 
with the council wou|d seem u n /« £ -
»he may have been certainly. •** tod 
always after all in ,  government
whose power Wrttted oD ,  mass extra
parliamentary workers' movement, but 
the charge it unproven and when one re
members that the masses are to intervene 
consciously th, government wanted would 
obviously not be like any that we have 
ever known, ^  ,0 argUe that thu
means ambiguou, attachment to the in
dependent action, and ideological auto
nomy of the proletariat i* *  bo**ed
down in sAoluticiim, » d  lin*OISt*c 
philosophy.

Similarly in a footnote, after rightly 
attacking Landauer’s and Muhsam’s ac
tions in forming a soviet divorced from 
the masses, and fairly poured scorn on 
anarchists worrying semantically whether 
Landaucr’s cabinet was a government, 
rather than on the content of the soviet, 
it quite unfairly attacks anarchists for 
trying to posthumously co-of* non- 
anarchists to our banner.

Quoting Worker? Councils in Germany 
—Coptic Pnm  (which may well dsewhere 
have committed the crime alleged) There 
is little difference between the most 
advanced form* of council communism 
and anarchism*—ft alleges retrospective 
identification. Anarchist-communism is by 
definition a form of communism that 
does not believe in forming * government 
and holds that to form one such betrays 
the communist aim. The term entered 
political debate not so much with Proud
hon but in the arguments between Baku
nin and Marx, «n<| therefore stems from 
tbe discussions within the International 
as to whether the workers should cap* 
turo the state.

If some other movement, which for

2eni inro

of the Jopanoy labour movement. The 
employers give in quickly for several 
reasons (thesnain one being to avoid 
threatening the paternalistic, big happy 
family relationship with the workers). 
The pre-strike rhetoric is just wishful 
thinking on the part of the union leader
ship. .

A recent newspaper artide said that 
Zengunro had decided to abandon its 
attempts to prevent the lay-offs by 
striking. Unfortunately the artide was 
somewhat incoherent and only referred 
to 'various internal conditions’ as the 
reason. Apparently the union will in
stead attempt to get the same benefits 
as in Japan for those losing their jobs 
and to change the employment system.

Boris Badinoff.
1This number, which is equal to the num
ber of soldiers in Okinawa, includes 
many maids and other private employees 
who were not involved in the strike.

2I am told that Americans actually have 
more rights in Okinawa than tbe Oki
nawains do.

ANARCHIST 
LIBRARY

reasons of its own rejects the term an
archist. nevertheless advocates tocialtm 
and does not advocate capturing tbe 
state, theo it can hardly be denied that 
in this it agrees with Bakunin and not 
Marx. The fact that the organization— 
on other matters—may condetno Baku
nin is irrelevant, most anarchists would 
reject Bakunin’s conspiratorial theories 
anyway

It is equally irrelevant, that someone 
who calls himself an anarchist may have 
condemned an attempt to build socialism 
on an anti-governmental model, we have 
debates within the anarchist movement 
as does any other movement and would 
be in an advanced state of putrefaction 
if ire did not In terms of tbe meaning 
of words, many ideas, actions, and 
attempted actions of the coundl com
munists were noo-govemmental (an-

ardttcaf) aoctalM; 
fees have drterad bak In 
even if they had kmmi cfpam i h  a l  
the Gemaft aaarctats and a^ (tone sW  
supported ccnmKil o n o M n n  b J  far* 
> colly behaved that 
anarchist* H o w v rr 
case Tbt Pamphlet aaflhcr XMtveh 
Panfttkock bm does not hmsmm 
PanneLoek says be act ss l to bm\4 a 
sjftthesis of Marxian and a*ard»«m. 
It favourably meoboos tbe nrnkadtm  
but does act mention that Iht* was m 
contact snth Aldied and other anardnsfes 
outside Germany It 
Karl Korach though favourably 
t ion tag the KAPD aa which ha wen a 
significant theoretician^ perhaps became 
Konch later Joined the Spanish CNT m 
order to carry on his fcght for oowdK 
communism.

LO

Correspondence Please
Dear Comrades.

Correspondence Please 
Before seven months I wrote you a 

letter in which I pleased you to send me 
your weekly Freedom and your review 
Anarchy and some pamphlets, 1 wanted 
to aee about what and how do you write. 
You were so kind and sent me that and now 
I must thank you for that At same time 
I must excuse you because I didn't write 
before. I was ill five months and really 
I hadn't time to thank you. With a 
great interest I reed over your weekly 
and your review. The article about 
Kropotkin (the title is TCropotkin and 
His Memoirs' by Nicolas Walter) I trans
lated so that every member of our group 
knows something about his life.

St. Anns 
ommunity

la December. 1970, I fowd 
friends and swery snek we discuss a bos* 
problems in our society and abort worid 
problem*. We tty to establish a grow* 
which would bo founded on anarchic 
idea Wa tail, that we a n  anarchist* b«t 
m  don’t know if we a n  really anarch at*. 
Now. wo have contact* with some mo- 
deots from Trieete (Italy). They thatfc 
like me or my friend*.

So we want to contact, correspond with 
aomo English group*. Perhaps we shell 
exchange our idea*, to inform about o n  
work, etc So I pleased you. to annouoee 
my addreat in your weekly. And please, 
excuse me for my bad English.

Fraternal greetings,
1 1

Write c/o Freedom Free*.

entre
rp K E
*  of

Comrades,
We are attempting to form an Anarchist 

library for the purpose of facilitating 
research into both the past of the 
Anarchist movement and new ideas and 
activities. We are also interested in 
translating things into Japanese to make 
radicals here more familiar with modem 
libertarian thought abroad.

To do this we request that all groups 
send us any books, pamphlets and news
papers they feel might be of use to us 
(or lists of what they have available). As 
we are poor, we hope that groups can 
send us their own publications for free 
or at a discount. We will occasionally 
put out a kind of newsletter, not general 
news, but about specific things, and will 
send them in exchange.

We would appreciate publicizing of 
this request to reach groups we may not 
be in contact with.

Yours truly,
H iroshi Ozbkis,
Secretary of
International Correspondent, 
CIRA-NIPPON.

c/o Ryu, 251 Sugita,
Fujinomiya-shi. -
Shizuoka-ken, Japan

HE CENTRE OPENED at the end 
summer in a comer shop in St 

Anns, a large redevelopment area to the 
east of Nottingham city centre. The 
Craft Centre provides facilities for 
people in S t Anns to develop talents 
they may have and to make some of 
their basic needs.

Each evening after school we have the 
use of a church hall nearby as a play 
centre where children of all ages can 
come and make soft toys, paint, draw, 
use hard materials, make simple clothes; 
some boys do woodwork, other children 
devise their own shows on the hall stage. 
Also when we have petrol in our van we 
take them out into the local countryside.

During the week the centre is open 
for mothers to use our sewing machines, 
weaving looms and other equipment 
They can either bring their own material 
or use that which has been donated by 
local factories. We also run an old 
people’s lunch club occasionally with 
free entertainment; all the food is ob
tained by gift, enabling us to provide the 
meals free, as all our other services are. 
We do painting and decorating work 
plus small repairs for people unable to 
pay to have jobs done professionally, and

act as an information and advice centre 
at times.

It is very important to strees that all 
the work we do is on a voluntary baste 
and we ourselves have no earned income. 
There are five of us who live and work 
at the centre, having decided to adopt 
practically the values we would like to 
see in a society based on love and co
operation with our neighbours. Our main 
commitment is to work according to 
need and not where one can gain the 
most profit It seemed impossible to 
work within the present social and 
economic system whose very structure 
was responsible for most of the problems 
that surround us. So we offer our labour 
and most materials free of charge and 
ask shopkeepers and wholesalers if they in 
their turn will contribute to our needs by 
giving food and materials. The few items 
wo cannot obtain by gift we buy with 
donations of money from sympathisers.

We hope our ideas of mutual aid and 
responsibility will spread amongst tbe 
people of S t Anns and as the new St. 
Anns emerges people will come together 
to control many aspects of their daily 
lives.

M ike Baillie.

Okinawa US Base 
Attacked

rep"

A N  DECEMBER 18 3,000 people 
"  rioted in Okinawa, attacking the 
largest US base. Four buildings and 73 
cars with military licence plates were 
burned.

The riot was set off when US MPs, 
arriving at a traffic acddent where an 
American soldier had run over an 
Okinawain, did nothing to help the in
jured Okinawain and didn't arrest the 
soldier. Okinawains have become in
creasingly angry about the numerous 
beatings of taxi drivers, attempted rapes, 
and other symptoms of the current trend 
of American society and are demanding 
that such cases be tried in Okinawain 
courts; just a week before the riot a 
soldier who killed an Okinawain woman

while driving drunk was acquitted by n 
military court

The American ‘High Commissioner* 
announced die next day that as a result 
of the riot it might be necessary to post-* 
pone the removal of poison gas and the 
return to Japanese rule. The Okinawains 
are particularly angry* about the presence 
of poison gas and its removal has been 
delayed for some time because of the 
difficulty in finding a place in the US 
willing to take it, giving the feeling that 
the Americans are using Okinawa to  
store things that are too dangerous to be 
kept in their own country. The same day 
it was announced that 3,000 more base 
workers will be fired this spring.

Boris Badinoff.



The Rise of Mao weji of thoseS?vx*« c,r ^ i « Occultism and Fascism
npHE REVOLUTIONARY movement 
A in China (as in England) received 
its early impetus from a vigorous sec
tarianism that broke up religious dogma, 
and the reform movement and the secret 
socieucs culminated in a revolutionary 
alliance which fought the decaying 
regime of the Empress Dowager.

Prof. Franke* gives an interesting 
account of how the schism developed 
between the Kuo Min Tang and the 
Chinese Communist Party, which both 
proceeded from the totalitarian national* 
ism of Sun Yat Sen. For Sun individual 
liberty meant becoming 4a sheet of loose 
sand*.

How shall we apply the term •liberty7  
I f we apply it to a person, we shall 
become a sheet o f loose sand; on no 
'account must we give more liberty to the 
individual; let us secure liberty instead 
for the nation. The individual should 
not have too much liberty. but the 
nation should have complete liberty. . . 
To make the nation free, we must each 
sacrifice his personal freedom .

‘The nation’ is the usual euphemism 
for the State, and from 'the State above 
air both the KMT and the CP proceed. 
For Prof. Franke, ‘anarchism fell on less 
fertile soil in China because of its com
plete denial of the state, whereas Marxist- 
Leninism with its strong emphasis on 
a state led by an *lite . * . linked up with 
Confudan influences'. He passes lightly 
over the conflicts of Anarchism with 
both Marxist-Lcninism and the Kuomin- 
tang (for which The Origins o f Anarch
ism in China, now issued in an improved 
second edition, remains the guide).
/T h e  founder of Marxist-Leninism in 

China was the first of a series of Russian 
mod cosmopolitan adventurers, part dip
lomat and part spy, Gregor Voitinsky, 
who (as Franke says) entered into ‘sharp 
conflict’ with the anarchists, and who 
began to build a ‘working class move
ment1 that would serve Russian secret 
diplomacy. His successor, Sneevliet, 
took the Communists into the Kuomin- 
tang, and Russian policy in China became 
involved in the conflict between Stalin 
and Trotsky. The issue was simply: 
should a nationalist China be built up, 
p& L  would ally against Great

Jntam . or should the C P  ‘support* the 
revolution?- Goe. hardly ksxows winch

thfr nSjaiatt policy of

Borodin led to immense disaster for 
those who supported the ‘Moscow line* 
and tens of thousands of others besides. 
Old soldiers like Mao have not forgotten 
nor forgiven this.

By 1928 the KMT had captured the 
government and Chiang Kai Shok entered 
Peking, a victorious general for the first

T H E  RETREAT to religion taken by 
many hi ppm  include* the sinister 

turn to black magic, the occult term foe 
fascism. It can be teen in a short film by

time; then, the twists of international 
policy made Moscow a stronger op
ponent of Japanese militarism than 
Chiang himself, and a new generation 
of Communist war lords arose—first from 
the retreat of the Long March (1934), 
then in the struggle against J a p a n -  
ending in Chiang acting out his Nation 
State in Formosa and the CP victorious. 
Nobody at any time had consulted the 
workers or peasants who were passive 
spectators as the military swept past 
them to victory—or commandeered as 
cannon- and work-fodder.

By this time the Communist Party 
had freed itself from Moscow spies 
as great national leaders (the last of 
them was Nguyen who as Ho Chi Minh 
became a nationalist leader in his own 
country; Vietnam).

Prof. F rankc  in his book touches

*A Century o f Chinese Revolution 1851- 
1949, Wolfgang Franke (Basil Blackwell, 
£1.75).

bn<^ty on the bandit movement which 
deserves ‘doeefr “ attention. W tr lords 
and bandits seem to us another world, 
more remote than that of the Wild West 
—something out of a Japanese samurai 
film—but they were effective forces in

there »pran« c o d in g ’^ , ,m ° ppo’ 
sition to "J* ,ord*
central government- «*ociations
—loo*ely desenbej (.bough
this is .Tenuously oenjed by thoM
which acccpi* ret sod** label)— m can oc wen m a w on  umi ktj
o f f s h o o t s  of the # etiet. Accord* Kenneth Anger, music by M id  Jagger 
ing to Prot . ’ tonally they —Invocation to M y Demon Brother.
succeeded ,n * % um ori*S? Anton Lavey-Arho heads Sen Francisco's
areas and Inc **  numbered Jesuitical Church of Satan—makes a
m i l l i o n s ' — hut * r ®* ̂ oth cameo appearance in bis horns. I teed
bandits who * «n becoming to see the poor devil on Haight Sc/ec*

during its prime. Jayne Mansfield, a 
disciple of Lavey's, had just lost her heed 
in a car accident Thb pink plastic lilith 
was the epkome of Hollywood Babylon, 
and Anger naturally used her picture am 
the cover of his book by that name—# 
sister in Christ, or Lucifer, or Shiva, or 
what-bavo-you. Lavey was a publicity 
bound at that time, and the Chronids 
carried precious human interest stories 
about the fooL They had no idea that 
he was going to be a star.

Kenneth Anger makes technically ftne 
films. The subject matter is fetishim , 
whether motorcycles, leather, jewels, 
shiny custom cars, net-stockinged painted 
feet, swastikas, homosexuals, silver but
tons, penises, blood . . . His films are 
deep, ornate and religious, and though 
he makes fun of Jesus at Lucifer’s ex
pense, he is undoubtedly a believer like 
the fascist genius Wagner; or Hitler him* 

_  self, who never completely gave up the 
Catholic Church, despite Bormann's 
whispers.

Anger is supported by the underground 
culture because he is* an artiste, he is 
poor and doesn't deal with the capi
talists, and he has shown his films for 
FSM and Filthy Speech Movement 
benefits. He’s very good at porUaying 
modem totcmism, and ho is anti-estab
lishment. But then the National Socialists 
considered themselves revolutionaries 
completely opposed to the status quo. 
And it’s obvious that Anger reveres the 
Nazis. In Scorpio Rising, the motorcycle 
hero sniffs his methedrine/cocaine, emu
lating the Mani-ish SS, and after a few 
flashes, falls into the role of a neo-Nazi 
haranguing the invisible crowd from a  
church altar decked with Nazi flags, death 
rings, and checkers, each emblazoned 
with that ancient ‘mystic* symbol, the 
swastika. Professor Heincmann and 
Aleister Crowley, Anger's Guru, are 
credited with laying this symbol on the 
N ational Socialists; m any hooks have

states-witbin-a-state and new war lords,
and the libertarian peasant movement 

The seizure of land and the building 
of peasant communes reached such a 
pitch that both the CP and the KMT 
joined in to fight for their own areas 
of influence. But such associations as 
that of the ‘Red Spears’ or the ‘Long 
Knives’ were totally independent of both
and proceeded directly from the secret 
societies. Amongst them were many 
anarchistic peasant associations which 
liberated particular territories from 
government and this was a constant 
feature of the '20s and ’30s to which 
little attention has been drawn. Only 
Pa Ch’in has written about them and 
since 1948 his books have been rewritten, 
deleting the references to anarchist fighters 
and making them 'comnuinist fighters’; 
and altering the picturife of Bakunin 
on the wall to th o g ra M fto  Tse Ton 
(Again, see O rigin# In the next rou 
however, improved communications will 
see that these,k struggles are not so 
totally ignored, £

- 4 *  A W e lto b r .

myiticisn of the Third Reich Hasm k r , 
Rosenberg. Ley, Goebbeis. and Hitler 
(who sometimes stocked Htmmfcr's 
theories) were all involved m occuluim.

Two of the other s u n  of Invocation 
to My Demon Brother are Lenore 
Kandcl and her boyfriend. Sweet William 
of the Hell's Aojcfc Leoorr Kandcl 
will be remembered as the author of 
The Lore Book. which oar perceptive  
albeit murderous constabulary busied for 
obscenity. It eras obscene; it had nothing 
to do with Jof* Bat Lenore became a 
heroine, persncused by the blue mecotes; 
sad Ferlinghetti, whose City Lights store 
was bussed for selling the book, did his 
bit for freedom of the p ra m  mod testified 
to the great artistic merit of the hippy 
heroine's book. She became one of the 
resident poets of the Diggers, i k e s  »Ws 
that other gseet revolutionary. Richard 
Brautigan. the gentle Ogden Nash of the 
seventies. The Diggers did many positive 
things, but their anonymity was a lie— 
their feeder? wees egotistical pm kies who 
dropped out of the Mime Troupe in 
order to pefform mors significant roles 
Sweet William, Lenors's old man, was 
also a former Mime Trouper. Thee he 
joined the Storm Trooper HeVTs Anjsis, 
and stayed dose to the Digger scene.

Long after the Haight was dead, several 
members of the Grateful Deed family 
organized a uocond Travelling Pleasure 
Circus Prankster Trip, modelled on the 
first Kesey excursion immortalized by 
Tom Wolfe in The Electric Cooi-AM  
Acid Test. Kesey went on this second 
trip too, a flight to London which in
cluded a Digger leader, as well as Pele, 
bead of San Francisco's Hell's Angels, 
and Sweet William. They weie tired 
people, snd they spent most of their 
London week in a third floor room at > 
Apple, thanks to the goodwill of George 
Harrison. They sat around their imported 
God's Eye, and talked about what a  
mind-blowing event they were. The two * 
Angel's motorcycles had also been flown  ̂
overseas, thanks to the generosity of 
another ex-Mime Trouper. The tribal 
leaders met with Mick Jagger, King* 
Queen of their Satanic Majesties, and 
made tentative arrangements for a 
concert, which was to become Altamont 
that event where th e  blackman with e 
knife* (actually a gun) was ritua&y

Continued on page 10

Treason Doth Hover Prosper

Lousy Conditions in Luxury Hotels f ty . , *

- ir
•LA mra

HAVE YOU EVER had a  meal at a  
hotel, or even stayed in one? And 

if you have, did you really notice the 
people who carried in the food and took 
away the dirty plates? Or did you 
think about the workers behind the 
acmes, doing the cooking and the 
washing-up? l ik e  hell you did.

Neither did 1, until I  worked this 
fammcr as a  waiter at the Nethybridge 
Hotel, Inverness-shire—a three-star hotel 
in a small village, surrounded by quiet, 
beautiful countryside, ideal for the well- 
off middle-aged and retired. Here I 
was to discover exactly how bloody 
awful the conditions of hotel workers 
are. Consider the wages for a  start: 
OKMt of the male workers were averaging 
£12 a  week, before deductions. The 
women, who did just as much, only 
averaged £10. After income tax, national 
insurance and pension contributions, you 
a rea l left with much. Admittedly bed 
and hoard were thrown in, but the 
bed wasnt great and the board not 
much better.

As for work—if yon cherish the illu
sion that hold work is easy, discard i t  
We worked a six-day week and couldn’t 
take our day off when we wanted to, 
bat when we were told. Sometimes, 
when it was busy, you could go for 
st few weeks before getting your time 
off. On top o f this, the hours were 
pretty grim, as I  soon found o u t 
Working in the dining room on a bad 
day, yon would start at quarter to eight 
in the morning, and go on, with perhaps 
a  break of half an hour, until half pos^ 
4.30 till alnuMt ten. It doesn't leave 
yon much time for enjoymen t You 
*onld spend the afternoon recovering, 
bathing, washing dothes, e tc  If you 
had time in the evening, you would 
<Sve into the pub for a few pints of 
^hfivion, and thence to bed. Overtime!
- - • I  once asked the manager about 
ft; never have I  seen a  man look quite 
*o pained.

Some were better off, others worse 
Take, for example, the kitchen porters

and the dishwashers. There were two 
of each of these, working on an eight- 
hour shift basis, six days a week, doing 
the dirtiest, most soul-destroying labour. 
However, so that one of the pair could 
have his day off, the other had to work 
a  double shift once a week, without 
being paid a penny extra. Work it out 
—that’s a 56-hour-week. And all for 
an insulting wage packet A few of 
the staff drank away their wages on 
Friday and Saturday. It wasn’t difficult 
—and, Christ, could one blame them. 
That, for some people, is a life.

Now let us examine, like cockroaches 
beneath a magnifying glass, the manage
ment, the people who make the money. 
Apart from being hopelessly inefficient, 
they showed a consistent lack of con
sideration for the staff, always being 
ready to please the guests at the expense 
of those who did the work. Should 
Brigadier Prendergast want breakfast at 
half past seven (and I quote an actual 
case), up you got at seven, prepared 
everything for his breakfast, but bugger- 
all did you get in return. *

Now, if this were an isolated example 
of exploitation, it wouldn’t be so sad, 
but the shameful fact is that the Nethy- 
bridge Hotel is pretty average as far as 
conditions go. This is what gives the 
preceding paragraphs their relevance, for 
the general picture is the same in most 
hotels. Nor do conditions improve in 
the bigger hotels. Edinburgh’s North 
British Hotel, which boasts four stars, 
a clientele including Ted Heath and 
Sir Alec Douglas-Home, and exorbitant 
charges, must be raking in the shekels. 
Yet wages are even lower than at 
Nethybridge and for most of the staff 
lodgings aren’t provided. The only 
thing they get more of is work.

Why do catering workers allow them* 
selves to be so appallingly exploited? 
Firstly there is almost no organisation 
among them. By the nature of the 
work, hotel workers are scattered aO 
over the place; furthermore, as the hotels 
run on a  largely seasonal basis, there

/

is a large turnover of labour. This 
makes it virtually impossible to organise 
catering staff on a mass basis. A union 
is rumoured to exist, but most people 
don’t bother to join i t  A second reason 
is fear of the sack—a very justified fear 
in a trade where the boss has all the 
advantages. If yoa try to get improved 
conditions, all you’ll get will be a week’s 
notice, an advertisement will go into the 
newspaper, and someone else will always 
be found. The management can afford 
to sack a  lot of people without undue 
two, and then, in the evening from 
worry: there are so many people—, 
students and unemployed—after the jobs, 
that it’s relatively simple to replace 
trouble makers. Thirdly, as everywhere 
else, the old principle of 'divide and 
rule1 comes into play. One might think 
that hotel workers are on a fairly equal 
footing, but, in fact, there is an hierarchy. 
The chef, the head waiter and the house
keeper are the foremen, and like most 
foreman are on the boss’s side. They 
would certainly be more liable to help 
weed out threats to the boss’s supremacy 
rather than stand alongside their fellow- 
workers.

It must be recognised that it fs
very difficult to find an effective means
of combating this exploitation. Even a 
total strike may farL When hotel
workers in Torquay succeeded, through 
rare organisation and solidarity, in with
drawing their labour some years ago, 
the hoteliers dosed down for the season, 
rather than give way to their demands. 
It seems to me that only by the oc
casional lightning strike organised in the 
individual hotel would there be a real 
chance of success. If all the staff were 
to refuse to work before dinner one 
evening, unless promised improved con
ditions, the management would be caught 
in a cleft stick, for they would have 
little alternative to giving in to the 
workers except that of leaving guests
unfed, unattended and angry. Admit
tedly this requires a high degree of 
solidarity, but it is a tested means of

many informers. Not only was it an age 
of conspiracy, it was above all the 
Golden Age of espionage. Robert Cecil, 
Secretary of State and real ruler of 
England, is described in these terms:

‘Living as we do in an era of super
spies, counter-counter-espionage and top 
secret government intelligence agencies, 
we can yet feel a little awed by the 
cleverness of the man. While it is true 
that he inherited an already efficient spy 
system, established by Walsingham, one 
cannot help but feel that if it had not 
already existed Cecil would have in
vented it. Certainly he refined and im
proved it to perfection, employing 
forgers, thieves and counter-agents, ex
tending the system till it covered, with 
frightening efficiency for the late 16th 
century, all the major capitals of Europe. 
It is said of Cecil that so thorough was 

, his system that he knew the tonnage, 
cargo, disposition and destination of 
every ship of the Spanish fleet’

All this without electronics!
The Jesuits, themselves of course 

equally ruthless and equally well or
ganised, alone had successfully defied 
him, and they continued to circulate in 
England. Cecil used the Gunpowder Plot 
to discredit them, and give him the 
excuse to increase the pressure on the 
Catholic community. Once the pews of 
the plot became public his agents moved 
in and rounded up among others Father 
Garnet, who had for years been the 
leader of the Jesuits in England. In fact 
the English Catholics were struck a near- 
mortal blow. Suspicion rested on them 
for centuries after, and has not perhaps 
been quite extinguished yet.

When Mr. Durst began his researches, 
he found to his surprise that historians 
had copied each other’s mistakes for 
generations. Generally the official 
Government line had been followed,

achieving a desired end and not mere 
theorizing.

However, before hotel and other 
catering workers look after people who 
have earned their holiday, and them
selves are able to enjoy a just reward 
for their services, there is a long way to 
go. For catering workers too the answer 
lies in anarchy.

D avid  C  K enworthy,

Continued from page 4
though the official account is a tissue of 
improbabilities.

On the Catholic side however things 
are not much better. In an appendix Mr. 
Durst criticises Father Edwards’ recently 
published book, Guy Fawkes— the Real 
Story o f the Gunpowder Plot? Father 
Edwards is the Historian and Archivist 
of the English Jesuits. His book is a 
work of detailed scholarship, but it is a 
fantasy all the same. (I rted  it imme
diately before Mr. DurstV.) According 
to him the whole plot was contrived by 
CcciL There w as, ,not even any gun
powder under Parliament Fawkes and 
the other conspirators, or most of them, 
were agents provocateurs. This seems to 
me to be going too far. Governments 
move in devious ways their wonders to 
perform, but not that devious.

Oddly enough the effect of this theor? 
is to rob Guy Fawkes of all dignity. In 
the official version he is a terrifying 
figure, seated beside his powder barrels 
with burning match. Father Edwards 
makes him a pathetic and inadequate 
neurotic. According to Mr. Durst he 
was brought into the conspiracy because 
he was a soldier who had distinguished 
himself in mining operations. (The 
original plan had been to dig a tunnel 
under the Parliament house, but this 
operation ran into difficulties, and then 
a  cellar under the House of Lords be
came available.)

It seems certain that the Jesuits and 
the other priests forking in England 
had nothing to do with the p lo t They 
had always counselled peaceful methods, 
not out of non-violent convictions but 
out of a realisation that they had no 
chance of winning in a violent struggle. 
When the conspirators realised that the 
plot had failed they tried to start a rising 
in the Midlands. No one joined them, 
and their own servants slipped away.

The story ends gruesomely with the 
dreadful rite of hanging, drawing and 
quartering, the penalty of treason.

Sir John Harington, who plays a  mar
ginal role in the story, composed the 
cynical jingle, which sums up the politics 
of his age and ours:

Treason doth never prosper: what’s 
the reason?

For if it prosper, none dare call it 
treason.’

Arthur W. U u m t



*Colchester is an ancient and beautiful 
town. The walled area, which non1 
comprises the town centre, was an early 
Roman Colonia and one of the original 
centres of civilization and trade in 
this country. The styles and fashions 
and the very ways o f living of the 
ensuing ages have all left their mark 
upon the area, making it unique in its 
beauty, charm and character’

PPHUS WRITES the chairman of the
Essex County Planning Committee 

in his foreword to the Colchester Town 
Centre Plan, which is based upon 
the Colchester Draft Town Centre 
Report published by Colchester Borough 
Council in 1968. But, continues the 
chairman: ‘Now, almost suddenly, the 
conflicting pressures of modern living, 
with more people having more money 
and greater mobility and leisure time, 
threaten this heritage and make it even 
more precious in this rapidly changing 
environment.’ And, of course, he is 
right Colchester, Britain’s oldest re
corded town, is in many ways more 
threatened by the 'rapidly changing 
environment’—an euphemism for com
mercial property developers and profit* 
hungry chain-store, supermarket firms 
—than most; mainly because most of its 
buildings were not destroyed or damaged 
during the last war, and commercial 
development did not begin on a very 
large scale until two or three years 
ago. Land values, compared with many 
of Britain's towns and cities, have not 
been all that high. Land-grabbers— 
and there is only really one worth 
talking about—have not been operating 
in Colchester for more than four years.

THE PLAN
Essex County Council’s policy in 

relation to the design and placement 
of buildings within the town centre was 
fust published by the County and 
Borough Councils in 1967, in Colchester, 
An Historic Townscape. Under the Civic 
Amenities Act of that year, Colchester 
was supposed to have been designated 
a Conservation Area. This Act requires 
that local planning authorities designate 
such areas of special architectural and, 
or, historic interest, the character and 
appearance of which it is desirable to 
conserve and enhance.

Colchester has, as the Town Centre 
Plan admits, many historic buildings 
listed under the 1962 Town & Country

The Rape of Colchester

romih&i
historic buildings, and a historic layout 
of the tow n dating from Roman times, 
adding up to a beautiful town’. Indeed* 
the Council of British Archaeology lists 
Colchester as one of Britain's towns 
*• . - so splendid and precious that 

responsibility for whom should 
be a national concern'. But times are 
changing. Few will object to that—but 

of change? And in whose 
Says the Town Centre Plan:

what 
interest?

•Colchester with its distinguished 
history still visible has the^ means to 
attract trade, and residents. Both locals 
and “visitors” cannot fail to be attracted 
to the town by some aspect of it* 
character developed during past time*, 
and the attraction is not to a monument 
or shrine but to an abundance of smal cr 
things each of importance to the in
dividual. The tourist trade has ad
vantages and disadvantages. It provides 
income for trade, and to subsidise public 
amenities, but may divert resources from 
more important uses. It also generates 
traffic which may help to damage the 
character of the town. . . • Colchester 
thus has a centre for trade, commerce, 
learning and the arts. . . . Technological 
and economic changes demand increased 
office and shop space, so producing 
traffic and parking problems. Shops are 
becoming larger making difficulties of 
integration with existing small - scale 
buildings. As the commercial area 
spreads, office and shop space is re
quired within buildings originally de
signed for other purposes. Vehicles and 
parking make demands on space, which 
the street pattern, developed for ped
estrians, is unable to satisfy. The 
population trend is still towards the 
towns so land becomes scarcer and 
more valuable, and pressure to redevelop 
at higher standards and densities mounts.’

The population of Colchester and its 
surrounding villages in 1960 was a little 
over 70,000; the County Council’s De
velopment Plan for Essex provides for 
an expansion to 118,000 by 1981. Plans 
are also in hand for a Northern outer 
by-pass and an inner relief road cutting 
through Colchester just to the south of 
the town centre. Whilst the Colchester 
Town Centre Plan states that ‘the number 
of car parks should be kept to an 
absolute minimum’, it envisages about 
ten multi-storey car parks and public 
car parking spaces for 6,300 cars at 
any one time. And, comments the Plan: 
T he above provision is to serve the 
day-to-day needs of long- and short-term 
parkers having business or work in the 
central area' (emphasis mine).

The purpose of the Town Plan.

ieed -to" redevelop’ and the 'heed 
to conserve-. This, claims the critics, is 
not being done. In its ‘Statement of 
Policy and Principle’, the Plan says, 
under ‘General (i)’—'The Central Area 
should continue to serve as the shopping, 
business and administrative centre of 
Colchester and the surrounding district; 
it is the appropriate location of the 
theatre, library, museums and similar 
institutions’. Critics of the scheme, how
ever, say that they are dissatisfied with

the commercial w _. 0f the C ounal’i
p t a ;  m l  b U E r f Z  “" J r *
of social ,  large area—
to be develop^”  juit »°uth ot ,h?
High Street.
a picturesque conot.,meratiow of old and 
new, with .h0pii gcar parks. w#? hoU’£  
•  number of rk,„rhe*-'inc*u * . .
famous, but now r e d u n d a n t .  H«,y ^ n d i r  
—and many p r i . . , .  r e s id e n c e s .  y n° e*
the Proposed Town C entre Pl»n- “  wil1 
become-cxcepl0̂  the library-™  area 
of offices and i«rBc shop* »nd. 
markets. As a too a pr°P°scd (Jan5®
ball h u  been 5 OriHs of .he

i omnnff Other
re-scheme have R e s te d .  

things, a day nnrfnrv a children s 
crea*ional centre, a swimming Pjol. 
ban  and pub*, an(j meeting halls- Of 
the Council1,  p |an one critic, David 
Britton, wrote to the Bssex County 
Standard (l(X7.7fl\.

‘Holy Trinity Church could be used 
as a children'* t r t  centre, on the m odd 
of London’s art centre at thc Hormman 
Museum (any councillor who is a t » 
loss over Trinity Church should visit
the Homiman Museum)- ,  .

Instead of this we have a pertect 
recipe for deadness-more shops, more
offices, oo houses, and a , dan*  ‘t 1 
thrown in to make the whole sad thing
look respectable.

The Council’s explanation of this de
velopment of the library area is curious. 
Thc eastern end of the town was 
already developed, so the western end 
must get its share—which is to say 
they’ve ruined the Minories area with 
their big stores and car park plans, 
so, to make matters right, they had 
better ruin the library area as well.’

THE DEVELOPER
A glance at another map of the town, 

showing who owns what, will help to 
explain why office blocks, supermarkets 
and multi-storey car parks take pre
cedence over children’s playgrounds, day 
nurseries, houses or even pubs and coffee 
bars. Certain areas of Colchester, marked 
in black on the map, are owned by 
‘Frincon’. Indeed, thc word has been 
jieard on the lips of Colchestriansjnore

and what d$Mthcy do7>W e can now 
thank the Cmchester Express (22.10.70) 
for, at last,, giving us ‘Frincon—The 
Inside Story*.

Says Nicholas Butler, who managed 
to interview Mr. R. Tomkins the boss 
of Frincon in ‘a rare interview’: ‘Not 
many people in Colchester know about 
Frincon.’ It Is, in fact, a commercial 
development company formed in 1964 
as Frincon Holdings Limited, and ‘is 
the principal executive of a physically

A SAD DECLINE 
IN RATIONALITY

-
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F A RECENT programme on BBC 
radio (a transcript of which appeared 

in The Listener. 7.1.71) Sir Karl Popper 
bmcntrd ‘a cad decline in tbe rationality 
of discussion*. It is no longer fashion
able, be said, to argue with one’s 
opponent, or to try to find out what is 
wrong in his argument: ‘one just accepts 
•otne impressive theory wholesale'. This 
tendency. Popper said, 'shows a decline 
of intellectual standards and of intellec
tual responsibility. An example of the 
thooghikMoeas of this kind of anti
rationalism is the present vogue of 
anarchism/

So anarchists, according to Sir Karl, 
axe anti-rational, thoughtless, intellec
tually irresponsible, of low intellectual 
standards, and unwilling to argue with 
their opponents or to examine their argu
ments. (At least, however, be teems to 
admit that they hare an impressive 
theory! Perhaps be thinks they stumbled 
on it by accident.)

Why. anarchists may wonder, does 
Popper take such a poor view of them? 
What rational and thoughtful argument 
would he advance against them? Let us 
read on.

‘Surely,’ Popper continued, “we should 
oppose the growth of bureaucracy, and 
title growth of the power of the state. But 
it is incomprehensible to me that the 
tame people who must realise that, on 
Ihe international level, anarchy means 
atomic war can believe that we can have 
anarchy on the national level without 
getting involved in atomic war.*

There, then, is Popper’s argument—an 
argument which this eminent philosopher 
evidently regards as thoughtful, rational, 
and intellectually responsible. Let us now 
examine i t

What Popper means, presumably, is 
something like this. At present there is 
no such thing as a worid government. 
Anarchy, then, in the literal sense of thc 
word, actually exists on the international 
leveL But there is not much harmony on 
that level. On thc contrary, there is a state 
of discord and strife which, if it persists, 
is bound to end in atomic war. Therefore 
anarchy on the international level is caus
ing discord and leading to atomic war. 
Therefore anarchy on the national level 
would cause a similar state of discord, 
which (since atomic weapons would not 
disappear with the coming of national 
anarchy) would also lead to atomic war.

Now, it is true that, on the inter
national level, a state of anarchy and a 
state of discord both exist. But does it 
follow that the discord is caused by the 
anarchy? Surely not

International discord, surely, is to be 
accounted for quite differently. It is 
caused, not by the non-existence of an 
international government, but by the 
existence of dozens of national govern
ments. each out for its own interests and 
competing ruthlessly for supremacy. And 
the existence of such governments is 
made possible by the confused and fear- 
ridden people who believe that to support 
a ruthless national government is the 
only means of getting security for them-

chinging Colcheater'. Thay flrrt owned 
some property in the town in 1958 No 
other firm of developers have built 
new buildings in Cokhentcr They luv* 
monopolised the town. Why?, asks tb* 
Express.

R. Tomkins, the Managing Director, 
come* from Frinton-on-Sca. where ha 
was born in 1926. His father founded 
the firm of Tomkins. Homer A Lay, 
tbe estate agents. Young Tomkins was 
evacuated during tbe last war, and was 
then ‘dragged’ into the army. Then, 
after that, he went into his father's firm. 
In 1953, the firm expanded their activities 
by entering the residential property field. 
They bought land for about eight years. 
Then. ‘One day Mr. Tomkins was walk
ing through Colchester and saw that 
the Alton E*tate and Investment T rust 
owned by the Chambers family, was 
for sale. Since he had not got all the 
money at the time, he managed to 
sell some property to people it was 
already leased to before the completion 
date. From that the firm really got 
started.’ Three years later they began 
to build. For this purpose a construction 
company was formed; but because of 
the restrictions as to the amount of 
money any one firm might borrow, 
Tomkins ‘formed’ other firms with differ
ent names, each to finance a different 
project. Then, in 1964, all these small 
‘independent’ companies were merged 
into a parent company. And, remarks 
the Express writer: There was some 
difficulty in satisfying the Company 
Registry with a title that was different 
from anything that had been used before, 
but finally the two words “Frinton” 
and "construction” were abbreviated and 
run together and Frincon Holdings
Limited was bom.’

In 1965, Frincon formed an associ
ation with Ashmole Investment T rust 
The Tomkin family held 45% of the 
shares, and a Mr. Wells who is also on 
the Frincon board held another 10%. 
•But,’ said Mr. Tomkins, 'I found that

selves and their property.
Fear—the deep-seated fear of material 

and psychological insecurity—is obviously 
tho root cause of discord and strife at 
every level of human society. Any really 
thoughtful man (as opposed to one who 
is merely clever) can sec that And a 
thoughtful man, realising that the de
mand for security simply leads to chaos 
and insecurity, must ccase to believe, not 
only in national or international govern
ments, but in any form of coercion or 
compulsion on any level.

After all, how can there be genuine co
operation, on any level, between the 
governors and tho governed? How can 
there be any human understanding, sym
pathy, or affection, between the com
pelled and the compelled, between-those 
in power and those subject to power? 
Only men who have discarded the whole 
authoritarian, hierarchical mentality can 
live together in true partnership, without 
envy or bitterness. And only such men 
can build a world in which there would 
be real security for all, a world without 
war.

Is it anarchy, then, that is leading to 
atomic war, or is it rather thc fear of 
anarchy? And is it the anarchist who is 
necessarily anti-rational, thoughtless, and 
intellectually irresponsible, or is it the 
eminent philosopher—the respectable and 
comfortable doyen of the cultural estab
lishment of a corrupt and disintegrating 
society?

F rancis Ellinoham.

\IT E  ALL KNOW just how dishonest 
tho papers are. We—anarchists— 

have always pointed out when reporters 
seemed nice people that it is not they 
who decide what goes in but the sub
editor; but I for one did not know till 
recently the ins and outs of it all (no 
doubt I still don’t but I have bitterly 
learnt more).

I can remember in the past frequently 
wondering how a national reporter had 
got a particular story, had known of 
stringers, and thought they were perhaps 
useful adjuncts to reporters, knew that 
some unsigned articles might be from 
agencies, but had never guessed that not 
merely most unsigned stories, but many 
that have gone in under thc signature of 
a night news editor or resident journalist 
are similarly the work of whoever may 
be the agency in that particular area 
(which explains why most papers have 
the same tripe).

Apart from one East Anglian reporter, 
who runs or*uscd to run on the BBC a 
quite interesting and liberal programme 
geared to exposing the ills of petit 
bureaucracy and anti-social acts by East 
Anglian bigwigs; and apart from the 
fact that the only happenings ever on the 
Dorset-Hants. border appear to be re
markably trivial but who sends the papers 
forelock-tugging articles on the Royal 
family of a quite extraordinary nauseous-

I wa* a bad partMr * So. Tomkm* and 
Wrlh bought thctmdvai oat again They 
coosdervd themtelvw to b t 
balden , to from d m  o« they 
tract ad other balden  to do the bwMtag 
for them They pM got control of the 
land la place* fckt Coichotc* They 
turned cxciu»>e!y to 
valopmeot Iah  year, the gr< 
rentals from completed property Nak 
and leaeed from Fnncoa were nm m tf 
at a rate of £ WO.000 They manly 
operate ia East Anglia. b «  aho v m  
property in London and elwwhere

Now. that the new plan* worked oat 
for the Colchester Town Centre are 
pending, and it has almost beea decided 
to proceed with a echeme that wodd 
involve the development of Lioa Walk 
(an area largely owned by FrincoaV, 
•ome public suspicion have been 
aroused. And not sarpriaagly. the 
official Report Redeveiopmtnt ia Cof* 
Chester Central Ares, published by Col* 
Chester Council, has the following to 
say: Thore is a special case for partner
ship (i.e. between the Council 
Frincon) in the Lion Walk area. 
Frincon Holdings Ltd. already owa or 
has options over a large part of the 
land. By virtue of this, the Company 
would probably be able to put forward 
a more favourable financial offer than 
other com panic* without an existing in* 
terest in the land.' Mr. Tomkins has, 
of course, kept well out of the way 
during these last few years. He ipeaks 
well of Colchester Borough CouncB. 
And he says that he doesn’t know 70% 
of the names of Colchester's town coun
cillors. However, one interesting fact 
which the Colchester Express doesn't 
mention is that just over 18 months ago, 
the Borough Architects’ Department, tbe 
Department of Engineering and Planning 
and the Main Drainage Section all 
moved into a brand new office block 
in St. Peter’s Street—that, too, is owned 
by Frincon. Not surprisingly, moreover, 
the Town Development Committee also 
holds its meetings on Frincon property.

Welcome to Sunny Frincon I Britain’s 
Oldest Town!

Pete* E. N ew ell.

ness there are many examples that could 
merit a detailed analysis by someone 
better qualified.

But perhaps the most immediately in
teresting are those who colour their copy 
with racialism. Not surprisingly perhaps 
the lily-white Black Country has agencies 
that mirror the views of Eunuch FouL 
One reporter—not the worst offender in 
that area—on one occasion headed his 
copy ‘immigrant’, then started to give a 
story of a tax dodger; in the final short 
paragraph, there was a mention, quoted 
from the local inspector of taxes that this 
was tho 94th such offence in this taxation 
year.

One was obviously meant to draw the 
deduction that all 94 were immigrants, 
but the fact that none of the previous 
93 had been reported suggested quite tbe 
reverse. Not only was the beading sug
gesting that tax-dodging was an immi
grant practice (more of the ‘they live on 
the taxpayers’ money-national assistance’ 
syndrome) totally unsupported; not only 
was one minor offence built up purely 
because it was an immigrant but in fact 
the case showed that the incidence of 
immigrant tax-dodging was peculiarly 
low. (Though I suppose one shouldn't 
say that, there’ll be an outcry against 
‘these people, who, by telling the truth 
to tax officers, endanger our own dodges'.)

JOLFE Ross

Occultism and Fascism
Continued from page 9

murdered by the Hell's Angels, in tribute 
to Mick. At Altamont, there were 200 
swastika-bedecked Angels, and long hair 
and dope met with a couple of large 
Nuremberg banners,

In Kenneth ‘I-Love-Lucifcr* Anger's 
film, Lenorc and Sweet William smoke 
dope from a death skull pipe and form 
part of the Funky Old San Francisco 
black magic processional. Anger appears 
as thc priest, or whatever Crowley calls 
it, swirling madly around a dance floor 
with a large Nazi flag.

It is amazing that people who call 
themselves humanist-revolutionarics can 
not only permit this occult-fascism to 
flourish, but encourage it in the name of 
Art—the great enemy of life. They for
get that Wagner and Hitler were artistes, 
and that the truly great creator, such as 
Nietzsche, repudiates genius when it falls

on its knees to Parsifal, Shiva, Christ o r 
G od Religion, whether dry dogma or 
wet occultism, defeats the human soul 
and takes its political shape in authori* 
tarian forms. Lucifer appears more 
attractive to young ‘rebels’ than Jesus— 
but it is thc same thing, and Anger 
flashes pictures of Hitler and Jesus 
throughout Scorpio Rising, The tolerance 
of thc enemy 'on our side' could lead to 
a new swastika—the peace cross (let’s 
give thc John Birchers an ‘A* for calling 
it Satan’s crowfeet); to a new Hitler—a. 
Tim Leary hedonist invoking Shiva as 
his rationale for revolutionary violence; 
to a new SA-SS—the Hells Angels and 
their thousands of sadistic fetishist ad
mirers; and to a new National Socialism 
—in the guise of Aquarian Consciousness* 
This time, the worshippers of Death 
should receive thoir self-destruction wish 
before they take control.

T ied Burnside.



WE WORK TOO MUCH! •fc.

I

r.E TOTAL of 721,143 unemployed 
is the highest for 31 yean and this 
number docs not include the 40,011 

worker* without jobs in Northern Ire- 
Und. This figure raises the spectre of 
the '30s in the minds of the older trade 
unionists who lived through this period. 
The vast majority of workers have only 
experienced relatively full employment

Howover further sackings are likely 
to increase these figures. The reasons 
for this aro managements getting rid 
of their labour force in an effort to cut 
costs and whcro trade unions are nego* 
tiating productivity deals the outcome 
will certainly mean more people without 
jobs. Another reason is that more and 
more firms are feeling tho economic 
squeeze and are going bankrupt. These 
trends arc expected to continue.

Mr. Feather, the General Secretary of 
the TUC, has said that he fears that a 
million will be unemployed by the end 
of the year. He said, ‘With present 
policies in operation, economic growth 
will be only 2 per cent this year. Merely 
to get total unemployment down to 
600,000 by tho end of the year means 
pushing economic growth up to 5 per 
cent' Both Mr. Feather and Mr. Jack 
Jones of the Transport and General 
Workers’ Union are demanding a reduc
tion in the bank rate aad an encourage
ment in capital investment
THE WILBERFORCE REPORT

One of the points made hi the Wilber- 
, force Report was that they regarded ‘the 

early introduction of productivity pay
ment schemes for the overwhelming 
majority of the industrial staff as by far 
the best way of ensuring an efficient and 
well-paid labour force’. All this is true 
but the well-paid jobs left in the industry

are only there.because the test of the 
men have been sacked. Managements in 
both the public and private sectors are 
only too willing to negotiate deals of 
this sort.

The trouble has been that trade union 
leaders are equally keen to serve tbe 
'national interest' by sacrificing the jobs 
and livelihoods of their members. Mr. 
Frank Chappie, leader of the electricity 
supply workers' union, said as much 
himself when questioned by his members 
on a radio programme. He said that this 
was the only way to increase earnings 
because these increase* had to be paid 
for by higher productivity and redun
dancies. In fact the Wilberforce Report 
is a recipe for further unemployment

There is obviously a parallel at the 
moment that high wage increases can 
crcate unemployment Equally it is true 
that higher wages increase the spending 
power and therefore the demands for 
goods. But the effect of unemployment 
can also mean that the fear of it will 
make unions pitch their daims much 
lower. Whichever way the worker turns, 
be is confronted by the much more 
powerful employer who is determined 
to maintain his profit margins.

The trade unions have only been 
defensive organisations satisfied in gain
ing wage increases with better working 
conditions. When unemployment has 
threatened they have usually been unable 
or unwilling to defend their members. 
Such a  defence could turn into a chal
lenge to the very wage system. However 
trade union leaders are only interested 
in wage packets and conditions and to 
look further would mean an end to their 
present position. They do not want to 
assist in the destruction of a system that 
maintains them in a privileged position.

can

pUHETHER ONE IS prepared to admit 
▼ » it or not, our universities and col

leges of further education aro basically 
institutions which exist to serve the 
interests of a ruling, capitalist, class. 
"Education* is not what it was! Its aim 
is primarily to give the individual stu
dent the knowledge be or she needs in 
order to function in an industrialised 
agfaety* to form the character-structure 
into the mould which is 'needed* by such 
a  society—ambitious.and 

/within limits,
partly independent and 

resourceful, friendly yet not too deeply 
attached to anybody or anything in par
ticular. Schools, colleges and universities 
provide students with knowledge they 
must have to fulfil their practical tasks 
in life, and with thoSo character-traits 
needed on the personality market In the 
main, 'they do not succeed in imbuing 
them with the faculty of independent 
thought Compulsory education, how- 
ever, has expanded somewhat slower than 
tbe needs of the capitalists, but expand 
to their needs it does! •
■ Tbe time has long passed when the 

employing, capitalist, class took any part 
ia  production itself. Today, employers 
hire specially-trained workers to admin
ister the State and manage the businesses 
which, in the post, they did themselves. 
Indeed, modem industrial society is run 
from top to bottom by paid members of 
the working dass (though many of them 
imagine they belong to ‘the middle 
daas9). Almost all jobs in tbe adminis
tration, planning, production, and distri
bution of wealth, are carried out by wage 
or salary workers.

At one time, the main task of the 
schoob was merely religious indoctrin
ation, and a kind of disciplining necessary 
to prepare children for hard work in 
mines, mills and factories. But with the 
development of science and its appli
cation to industry and production, em
ployer* began to demand better ‘educated*, 
that is better trained, workers. Capitalists 
expected more of schools than mere in
doctrination; they wanted workers whom 
they could leare to get od with the job, 
whom they could trust, who understood 
what they were doing. Thinking became 
desirable, but only within very narrow 
limits. Many schools, even today, still 
merely ‘push* facts into children.

Education
-What 5 v-

REFORM
Surprisingly, considering it was the 

first great industrial nation, England was 
one of the last great nations to organise 
a system of national education. In 1823, 
George Birkbeck founded mechanics' 
institutes, and Lord Shaftesbury interested 
himself in founding night schools for 
the very poor of London. The univer
sities of Oxford and Cambridge, which 
had been somnolent throughout the 
eighteenth century, stirred themselves, 
raised tbe standard of examinations and 
increased their numbers. But they still 
r a t ricted their membership to Church
men, and nodi 1871 the 39 articles of

the Church of England were a condition 
for going to a university. Industry, there
fore, was faced with the problem of 
turning these bastions of privilege into 
‘knowledge factories', and of driving out 
learning for its own sake. A new 'Red
brick' university was founded in London 
without religious tests, where the em
phasis was on science and commerce 
rather than Latin and Greek.

The nine old public schools where rich 
mea's sons fought, drank and bullied 
one another, took the lead from Dr. 
Arnold who was headmaster of Rugby 
during the 1830s, and changed their 
character. Arnold's influence spread to 
the county grammar schools, and was a 
powerful force moulding a whole gener
ation of administrators (in the civil and 
colonial services) and managers. England, 
at thaj time, actually had quite a good 
system of secondary ‘education'. Many 
of these grammar and secondary schools 
were endowed to teach ‘the poor9 gratis; 
but, in fact, ‘the poof who mainly 
benefited by them were not the labouring 
dass, the real poor, but the not-so-poor, 
the so-called lower middle class, the sons 
of the small gentry, the yeoman farmers 
and the burghers.

In 1832, there were about 12,QP0 
elementary schools in England. They had 
been founded by two private religious 
societies, the British and Foreign Schools 
Society (1804), which was Whig and 
Nonconformist, and the National Society 
for the Education of the Poor, which 
was Tory and Church of England. In 
1833, the Government interested itself in 
the schooling of the poor by granting 
£20,000 a year to the two societies, and 
by establishing seven years later a Board 
of Education at Whitehall with inspectors 
to supervise the spending of grants.

By 1870, the State—which was now 
very mudi a capitalist institution—began 
to devote a great deal of attention to 
die schooling and training of the working 
population. And with the passing of the 
Elementary Education Act (the Forster 
Act of 1S70), an attempt was made to 
set up a rational system of education in 
England. Under the Act, School Boards 
were established in all places in which 
there was insufficient school accommo
dation, and where there were no Gjurch 
schools. The Church of England, of 
course, was hostile to the Act Partly 
because the State now needed far more 
Civil Servants who were at least schooled 
in the three Rs, ‘education’ became com

pulsory up to twelve yean of age.
In 1888, the Tories reformed Local 

Government by setting np elected County 
Councils (on a very restricted franchise) 
to replace nominated justices. They also 
went a long way towards abolishing pay
ment by results, whereby grants from the 
State depended on individual examin
ation in the dementary schools; and in 
1891 elementary schooling generally be
came free of school fees. The School 
Boards were also allowed some latitude 
in providing some education of a higher 
type. Moreover, after 1889, there was a 
steady, though not spectacular, growth in 
technical education* The Education Act 
of 1902 increased the possibility of 
schooling beyond the three Rs and a 
little undenominational religion for chil
dren of the working class. And some of 
the more ‘intelligent’ children went on 
to trade schools until they were sixteen, 
but most left at fourteen. The Fisher 
Education Act officially raised the school- 
leaving age to fifteen, but few . local 
authorities raised it to that age. That 
became universal much later—in 1948. 
The 1944 Act gave some sort of secondary 
education to all children, though some 
of its sections (40 children maximum to 
a class in primary school classes and 30 in 
secondary) have yet to be implemented.

Speaking very broad|y, then, a three- 
to four-fold system evolved in the 
English educational system; and with the 
present arguments on comprehensive 
and/or grammar schodl education, is still 
evolving.. A form of dementary school
ing, plus possibly some technical training, 
was considered suitable for turning out 
factory workers; secondary or grammar, 
plus university for the ‘bright* (aspiring 
salesmen, administrators,, managers, 
teachers, and the like); and, of course, 
the public and fee-paying private schools 
(with or without Oxbridge) exclusively 
for the sons and daughters of the rich, 
ruling, class—teaching, training and con
ditioning them to be the rulers of the 
future. Such was, and in many ways 
still is, the pattern.

CAPITAL INVESTMENT • ^  '
.Unfortunately, most of the arguments 

about ‘education’ today have very little 
to do with education in the real sense of 
the word (e-ducere, to draw out that 
which is within). They are mainly con
cerned with the most efficient and eco
nomic ways of ‘stuffing in', of providing 
children with a certain kind of knowledge
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In any sane society such a situation 
would mean that ail material a^ds could 
be provided for with far leu time being 
spent at work by mdirjrftul workers. 
However such a demand could not be 
met by the employers and the State. It 
could only be fulfilled by people who 
had a consdous desire to do so. To 
demand full employment is not enough. 
The only defence against unemploy
ment is for worked to take over their 
industries and prove that they can be ran 
to provide for the needs of tbe com
munity rather than the enrichment of 
the management and the ihtreholden
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(facts and training) required to slot them 
into their proper places in the laboar 
market; to make them into profitable 
producers, distributors and administrators 
for capitalism. And this Applies aa much 
to university training as any other kind 
of training or schooling. Money spent 
on university 'education* is seen by our 
rulers as an investment, a calculated 
return on capital. Thus. Lord Butler 
wrote recently of university students 'as 
the type of capital investment which 
will accrue with every year, and which 
has enormous value*. An even more 
blatant example of this is the oioee 
liaison between Warwick University and 
Big Business.

Warwick University's spectacular 
growth is due almost entirely to its links 
with Big Business. Of the University! 
the Sunday Times (21.2.70) has the 
following to say- T h o  relationship with

examination of the University’a power 
structure. The ruling body is the council. 
It comprises a chairman, Sir Arnold 
Hall, chairman and managing director 
of the Hawker-Siddeley Group; treasurer, 
Mr. R. J. Kerr-Muir, a director of Cour- 
taulds; eight members of the academic 
senate; two members of the academic 
advisory committee, and nine co-opted 
members. The members co-opted by the 
vice-chancellor are the most intriguing 
feature of the council's composition* 
One is the Bishop of Coventry, while the 
other eight are men in influential busi
ness positions. . . . With the aura of the 
boardroom pervading the University's 
hierarchy, industry shown no reluc
tance in giving generous financial sup
port The academic staff lists a Pressed 
Steel Fisher Professor of Industrial Rela
tions; a Barclays Bank Professor of 
Management information Systems; Clark
son Professor of Marketing; an Institute 
of Directors Professor of Business 
Studies and a Volkswagen senior lecturer 
in politics (we’re all democrats now!)* 
Four distinguished outsiders from Im
perial Chemical Industries, English 
Electric, the Motor Industry Research 
Association and tbe Building Research 
Station act as part-time professors in tbe 
engineering science department • .

Traditionally, universities were for 
sons of the rich. This is no longer so. 
Many university students today come 
from the working class and so-called 
middle class (‘white-collar' workers). They 
are then trained, as "a calculated return 
on capital', for the labour market Once 
employed in State or industry, they may 
command a higher salary than, say, a 
roadsweeper or garbage collector (this 
is becausc of the much larger amount of 
capita] invested in their training), but 
they will still be members of the working 
class—with working class problems. 
They will, together with their less ‘for
tunate' brothers, be running industry, 
and die State, for a ruling class, and not 
for society as a whole or for themselves.

Student revolts and demonstrations 
against conditions and methods of study, 
against university administration and 
discipline, for real education (drawing 
out rather than, stuffing in), for the 
democratisation of university structures, 
etc., may infuriate reactionaries; but stu
dents have, or should have, every right— 
like any other worken—to protest about 
the way they are treated and trained as 
an investment for future exploitation and 
manipulation.
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Government seems f a  most indecent  act

u i n ^ f  G o w u m a

The ea^sary mto f a  feeds for rrifef 
m  f a  six aam ties goes oa aad each 
day i t  becomes more crystal d ear that 
Gibbons DID bay anm  for f a  six 
m aesiri with fa s  money, and f a  
wretched Captain lEefly if f a  scapegoat 
It wm Gibbons who remarked daring the 
h i r ita l arms triad that be* aad yei ja y  

a  a a te  1i#rrTnt * 
htwiag accepted Captain KeBy's 
rd o r From die Copuam, CoQim 
oat on f a  cxrase that they had 

f a i r  solicitor who hod said 
it contained EbeOons passages ft is 
fa r m ote probable f a y  bached dowa 
ag a fa t pwhbnttioa oa dfreet orders 
ftnm  f a  Gnvr m an a t at f a  Taoiseach’s 
behest. The next a w n  was for f a  
DaO to order Captaoe Kelly to  band 

the MSS to them. If he did so 
could bam  pabfcsbed jo*  what 

f a y  Eked of it and sold these extracts 
fo r f a i r  own p ru it Captaia KeSy 
kas very properly rrfm od. though it 
is passible be may be seat to prison for 
contempt of conrt for SO refusing

In the six em afas Frank McMaaos 
is aer ring a  tea-aaonfh gaol sentence 
for exacdy f a  same ‘crime’ for which 
f a  other MP. John McQuad, was 
arrested, namely taking part ia  aa 
illegal march. The difference is f a t  
M cQnad. being a  Unionist, got off with 
a  smaO fine, while Frank, being aa 
Oppomtion MP, goes to  prison.

The second f a  ban on parades

I Paisley and Co. held to y  pro* 
th e  ones, burning effigies of Lnady 
*  their CathoBc neighbours could 

These were not provoked There 
were two outbreaks of fierce rioting, 
f a  first in  the Cathofic BaQymurpby 
district of Belfast. A fter this one, Roy 
Bradford, MP, said it was entirely a  
Catholic affair. The words were hardly 
out of his m onth when f a  Shankhill 
Protestants rioted. Presumably a  purely 
Protestant affair? This time he hdd  
l i t  peace and made ao comment. The 
common enemy in each case a a  f a  
hated British troops.

If only f a  people of f a  six counties 
axdd  forget f a i r  refigioas differences 
and combine to  figbt their common 
enemy, the rich, greedy landowner aad 
speculator, determined to hold oa to 
his prmJege* to f a  last, something might 
be acoompHsbed Those in power know 
this, so do all they o n  to foster religious 
hatred and distrust. Lord Carrington 
aad Mr. Sharpies came over from 
Pngfand Their solntioo to  f a  problem 
was to  say they are introducing a  new 
Weapon for rio t control, a secret weapon 
more fierce than CS gas or rubber 
boBets.

A very real tragedy in f a  six counties 
Is that not only are f a  privileged 
dam  fostering hatred, but alas, the LRA 
are at f a  same game. They go round 
f a  pubs and theaten and cajole people 
to  go out aad rioL Some children have 
been taken by the snatch squads from 
f a  crowds and reft from f a ir  families 
and pot first in prison and then trans
ferred to  some sort o f reformatory. 
The people both fear the IRA and in 
f a i r  despair consider them their only 
saviours. It n  obvious (hat f a  amazing 
foolishness of f a  IRA only hardens 
f a  Unionist* and knds power to  men 
like Craig and Paisley who are yelling 
for the recall of f a  B-Specials and the 
rearm ing of f a  police. To blow up 
isolated customs postt. to  rob shops 
aad banks and booby-trap cars and 
so on has failed in the past and wiD 
fall again. United solidarity by afl 
f a  underprivileged is f a  mriy hop# 
for Ireland either side of f a  border. 
Until that day dawns we wifl coatnme 
to  soffer.

w

Freedom. Zeao-Panl Same has aot beea 
exactly v d l known a  Britain—having 
beea thoqgfat of as a  rather ’dHfcak* 
aad esoteric writer. Oftea, one tea  
heard Sartre spoken o f in  the same 
terms as Albert Canms—dismissed m 
a  mystic indulging in weedy metaphysics.

The student / worker uprising of May 
1968 gave the West a  vision
of a  new society . . . .  and to
have brought oat a  ^ew ’ Sartre. The 
Sartre who appcan ia  f a s  pamphlet is 
far from ‘mystic’.

The pamphlet is aa traaslatioa
of an interview with Sartre 
originally appeared i s  f a  G am a 
magazine Der SpiegeL 

The sharply written mtrodbctioa states. 
T h e May Revolctioo is o f interest to  
us because it marked a  specific actual 
break from f a  “vanguard* theory of 
revolution. The vanguard was

place were

Sartre 
he
France. E b  interview is a  
jmctcstiag  view of f a  en a ts  of May U  
Why aot bay f a  p n p h fa t a n ' 
it in f a  hands of year frirn * j

Iin  & S c n o u a x

T o be gover ned k  to be
watched over. Inspected, spied 
agKMGL directed, legislated at, 
regulated, docketed, indoctri
nated, preached at, cootroDed,
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f a  dominant themes of f a  new 
bOity: individualism, spontaneity, mutual 
trust and generosity.'

Sartre is asked whether f a  Left 
faded’ in May ’68. He replies . . .  
T hat depends what you mean by f a  
“le ft'. If you are talking of parties, 
formation men who represent f a  “poli
tical’' left, then the answer is yes. Bat 
f a r e  is another left, winch I  shall call 
“social", and was to be seea, during the 
mouth of May, in  f a  strike-factories, 
demonstrations and occupied Facnhfa 
They, on f a  contrary, did not fail ia  
their task They went as far as they 
could, and were finally betrayed osdy 
became their own “representatives’* be
trayed them.’

Further, asked how come De G arik  
had beea returned to power so soon 
after f a  events of May, Sartre com
ments . . . ‘Workers or members of 
the middle dass can only take up radical 
positions through action. If you make 
f a  mistake—or are dever enough—to 
reduce their movement to  a  choice be- 
tween similar politicians, you can bring 
them to coodemn in f a  polling station 
what they have just done in the streets.’ 

Sartre, in the past, while having 
reservations about f a  Communist Party, 
believed it to  represent f a  working 
darn  Now? T even came across this 
extraordinary sentence on a  Communist 
poster: Vote for the CP whid 
done this . . . which has done f a t  
and “has prevented dvil war”.’

‘I think that the CP has maintained 
aa attitude, throughout this crisis, which

ordered aboot, by men who 
have neither die right nor the 
knowledge nor the Tirtoe. To 
be governed means to be, aft 
each operation, at each trans
action, at each movement, 
noted, registered, controlled,

r « y « t  Several aea
iato B a n ll House aad a p id }  
electric cookers aad beds aad 
tresses. Would anyvae able to  help 
with these—or any other pieces of
t * • t-4 J »

valued, assessed, patented,

• • • I

admonished, hampered, re
formed, rebuked, arrested, ft 
is to be, on the pretest of 
the general interest, taxed, 
drilled, held to ransom, ex
ploited, monopo&ed, ex
torted, squeezed, hoaxed, 
robbed; then, at the least re
sistance, at the first word of 
complaint, to be repressed, 
fined, abused, annoyed, fol
lowed, bullied, beaten, dis
armed, garotted, imprisoned, 
machine-gunned, judged, con
demned, deported, flayed, 
sold, betrayed, and finally 
mocked, ridiculed, insnlted, 
dishonoured. Such is govern
ment. such is justice, soch is 
morality.*

Pierre-Joseph Proudhon.

Fiw h n a  Press, phene 247 S2W - 
o r direct. The Tcm sts of Batxeff 
Home. The Highway. Stepney. E.K. 

Saaeeaet encage available for eaa year 
ia  re ta n  for repairs aad gardeaag. 
Own transport essential Ring Pu g  
Kiag c o  r reedoas or write to Boa 
No. 001.

fa a a t a r f a  w e e d  ia  London fne y n ag
wumaa Anarchist from Scotfand with 
young dd)d aad asceher baby tfa . 
Doe to take ap  vuhaataxy sodal work. 
Douglas Kepper. 23 S a n  Court
Road. London. W.4.

1571 WarM Aaarchmt Congress, Aagast
1 to  4 in France—exact place vri2 be 
notified. Cbctact CRIFA. 132 Rue 
de Paris. 94—Charenaoo. France. 

Meetings at F re e d * : Every Wednesday 
a t 8 pm . For detaih see T his Wodtf 
cohffitt.

S n a f a  Med a l  AaaoctotSaa. A Dm
Seminar on f a  'Social Causes aad 
Consequences of Addiction* — to 
Drugs—to  Alcohol—to Stocking—"to  
Gambling on Stssdar. March 28, 
1971. at f a  NUFTO HalL 14 Jockey 
Fields. London. W .CJ (off Theobalds 
Roadk Holbacn. Two sessions: 
moraing 10 am . to  12.45 p rx : after
noon 2 pm . to 5 pun. Fees: S '  par 
session. 101- per day. per person. 
Send to 54 Fiaddey C ourt Londaa. 
N3 INH.

Gaeegc Planter, now squatting m No.
090123. HM Prison, fcbb Avenau, 
Brixtou. S W I  Lenecs. books wd-

t t a m  H dp faU aad damakh
a v ry  Tharsday fsam 4 pm . uawnida. 
Taasacvad.


